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I, the undersigned, 

TERRESA NONKULULEKO SINDANE 

do hereby make oath and state that: 

I. I am the second applicant, and also the Central Authority as defined in section 1 of the 

Implementation of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court Act 27 of 2002 

("the Implementation Act"). 

2. The facts contained herein are, save where otherwise indicated or so appears from the 

context, within my personal knowledge. They are to the best of my knowledge and 

belief true and correct. Where I make legal submissions I do so on the advice of the 

applicants' legal representatives. As will become apparent, making legal submissions 

in this affidavit is necessary because this application involves issues of law. 

3. I am duly authorised to depose to this affidavit and institute this application on behalf of 

all the applicants. The applicants were cited as set out in the heading above, but as the 

first to twelfth respondents in the court a quo. I refer to them collectively as 

"Government". 

4. In essence, this application seeks special leave to appeal to this Court from the Gauteng 

Division of the High Court, Pretoria (sitting as a Full Bench at first instance). It raises a 

pure question of law: whether a sitting head of State enjoys immunity ratione 

personae, 1 or whether he is liable to arrest as ordered by the court a quo. The question 

arises in the context of the most recent visit of President al Bashir of Sudan ("President 

Bashir") to South Africa in June this year. It is expected that President Bashir may visit 

1 In other words, personal immunity attaching to a head of State during his term of office only; as opposed to 
functional immunity (immunity ratione materiae), which applies to official conduct. 

0- c. ... --·-1 .. 
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South Africa again in December this year, or on other occasions of State or private 

affairs in future. The High Court's open-ended order requires his arrest, contrary to 

what I am advised is generally considered by experts on international criminal law- and 

has indeed been confirmed by the International Court of Justice itself- to be the correct 

legal position. 

5. As I shall show in this affidavit, the legal question is of considerable legal importance; 

there is a very good prospect that this Court may come to a different conclusion; and the 

question is not academic. In doing so, I adopt the following scheme 

(a) First, I provide an overview of this application and the issues it raises. 

(b) Second, I briefly explain the procedural background to this application. 

(c) Third, I demonstrate that there are good prospects of success. 

(d) Fourth, I show that the decision by the court a quo has not been rendered moot. 

(e) Fifth, I identify additional factors militating in favour of an appeal to this Court. 

(f) Sixth, I conclude by asking for what I am advised is an appropriate order. 

6. I seek at the outset condonation from this Honourable Court in one respect. This is that 

this affidavit exceeds by two pages the prescribed total for applications of this kind. 

The length is necessitated by the fact that both the issue of mootness and that of 

reasonable prospects entail legal arguments - in the case of the latter in particular, with 

reference to sets of statutory provisions, international law and foreign law addressed to 

the court a quo in the leave application, but not considered by it. The issues raised are 

also of great importance and novelty. 

7. I accordingly respectfully ask that the additional length be condoned in the particular 

circumstances of this matter. 

6 -c.:. '-'l 1· 
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A. This application in outline 

8. Three questions arise in the determination of the application now directed to this 

Honourable Court. 

9. The first is whether the order of the Gauteng High Court directing the arrest of President 

Bashir is academic, since he left the country before it could be enforced. Is the court a 

quo's declaration that Government acted in breach of the Constitution moot too by 

virtue of President Bashir's departure? 

10. The second issue is whether (as SALC urged, and the court a quo held) in the estimation 

of this Court there is indeed no further issue (lis) between the parties themselves, does 

that mean that this Court cannot and will not in the right kind of case grant leave, ever? 

11. The third is whether there is a reasonable prospect of this Court holding that the court a 

quo - so far as is known the first to do so in legal history - etTed in law in considering 

that it could direct the arrest of a serving head of a foreign State. 

12. In relation to the obvious lack of mootness in relation to the first order (which declares 

the conduct of Government inconsistent with the Constitution), the court a quo entirely 

omitted to address this in its ruling on leave to appeal. This despite the issue being 

addressed squarely in argument at the hearing on behalf of Government (while not being 

addressed at all in argument by SALC, as was pointed out). The declaratory order is 

final. It declares that the Executive has acted in conflict with the Constitution. SALC 

clearly did not consider this order too abstract or hypothetical to seek from the Court a 

quo, nor did that Court think it too academic to grant. It is a serious adjuration of 

Government's conduct (as it was intended to be), and it is of obvious importance to the 

way Government will conduct itself in future. It has lead to the attempted impeachment 
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in Parliament of the President. SALC moreover has publicly stated that it is further 

considering criminal contempt proceedings on the basis of the order.2 

13. Government's position is that there was, with respect, no proper basis for the finding of 

mootness in relation to the second order either. This order compelled Government "to 

take all reasonable steps to prepare to arrest President Bashir without a warrant". The 

order is indefinite; it is extant; it requires the arrest of President Bashir; he continues to 

serve as head of State. In that capacity, and given both bilateral relations between South 

Africa and Sudan, as well as their co-membership of the African Union, there is every 

likelihood that he will return to South Africa. This is confinned by the meeting earlier 

this month between President Bashir and President Zuma in Russia, the public 

reiteration then by President Zuma of the strong ties between the two countries, and the 

statement by President Zuma of Government's wish to invite President Bashir to return 

to South Africa. SALC itself has proclaimed - after the hearing on leave to appeal, 

despite its argument on mootness - that the order it procured from the High Court sets a 

prohibitory precedent. 3 

14. Accordingly neither order granted is conceivably academic. SALC sought both, and 

seeks to preclude any appeal, precisely because it wishes to enforce both orders - and 

even set in train now criminal contempt proceedings. But even if notionally the orders 

had been moot, the court a quo with respect plainly erred (as I shall show) in holding 

that mootness is dispositive. 

2 Moneyweb quoting the SALC's Ms Angela Mudukudi on 16 September 2015 (a copy of which is attached 
marked "A"). 
3 This on the SALC's own website on 17 September 2015 (a copy of which is attached marked " B"), stating inter 
alia "[t]here's a standing warrant for his an·est and the judges made it clear that South Africa is obligated to 
arrest him. Those rulings need to be taken seriously and President Omar al-Bashir should understand that should 
he come to South Afi·ica he's likely to be arrested:' 
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15. As regards prospects of success, it is submitted that for the reasons that follow there is 

not merely a reasonable prospect, but indeed a real prospect, of another court holding 

that, consistent with international customary law codified in domestic statute law, the 

court a quo erred in becoming the first court in the world (so far as is known) to order 

the arrest on its soil of the serving President of another sovereign State. 

16. An unfortunate fact needs to be recorded regarding the court a quo's reliance on the 

contended lack of prospects of success in dismissing the application for leave to appeal. 

This is that the court a quo in chambers advised counsel on both sides that it did not 

wish to be addressed on prospects of success. The inference is that prospects of success 

were not, and would not be, in the court's estimation (having read the application, and 

been assisted by heads of argument on both sides) a determinant of the outcome. This 

clear instruction by the court was placed on record by senior counsel for Government in 

commencing oral argument. It was, with respect, in the circumstances irregular for the 

court a quo without notice to the parties to reverse that direction, and to seek to base its 

ruling on (or at least bolster it by reference to) a directly contrary estimation of the 

prospects of success conveyed as aforesaid. I shall address this aspect further in the 

procedural overview to which I now turn. 

B. Procedural background to this application 

17. The ultimate question for determination in this application is whether special leave to 

appeal should be granted against a decision of the court a quo. This issue arises in a 

specific procedural context which I shall briefly explain in what follows. 

18. The procedural context shows that 

~ _.. ·'-'1 .. 
'-..../·-· 
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refer to this judgment in what follows as "the main judgment' '. (It is this judgment 

which comprises annexure "E", to which I have already referred.) 

25. The main judgment made very severe findings of "a clear violation of the order handed 

down by Fabricius 1".9 It found "clear indications that the order of Sunday 14 

June 2015 was not complied with".10 It thereupon made serious observations regarding 

"the democratic edifice .. . crumbl[ing] stone-by-stone until it collapses and chaos 

ensues" "if the govemment ignores its constitutional obligations and fails to abide by 

Court orders" .11 The judgment concludes that President Bashir' s departure from South 

Africa "demonstrates non-compliance with [the Fabricius J] order". 12 All of these 

findings were made without giving Government a hearing on its compliance with the 

Fabricius J order .. Judgment was handed down on the morning on which government's 

explanatory affidavit became due, and the judgment did not consider it. 

Application for leave to appeal 

26. Government duly applied to the court a quo for leave to appeal against the main 

judgment. The application was lodged on 13 July 2015. The notice of application for 

leave to appeal is attached marked "G". It identifies sixteen respects in which 

Government contended that the main judgment is reasonably liable to a different 

conclusion by another court. These are dealt with below. 

27. The application was set down for hearing on 14 August 2015. Both SALC and 

Govenm1ent filed written argun1ent in advance of the hearing. 

9 Para 8 ofthe main judgment. 
10 Para 37.2 of the main judgment. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Para 38 ofthe main judgment. 
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28. As mentioned, in chambers before the hearing and during the hearing itself the presiding 

judge specifically directed counsel for both parties not to address the Court on the 

merits. In other words, the court a quo directed counsel to approach the hearing not on 

the basis of the prospects of success, but to limit legal argument to the question whether 

an appeal would have any practical effect. This was a significant direction, because in 

the urgent circumstances of the main hearing Government had not been able to file 

heads of argument. In contrast, the heads of argument filed in anticipation of the 

hearing on leave to appeal cited important authorities contradicting the court a quo's 

understanding of international law reflected in the main judgment. Because these 

authorities were not cited until then, they could not and were not considered by the court 

a quo in its main judgment. The judgment indeed does not reflect a consideration of 

any of these authorities. 

29. Judgment on the application for leave to appeal was reserved sine die. 

Subsequent events 

30. Later on the same day, during the 17h00 SAFM news broadcast a spokesperson for 

SALC was reported as stating that the main judgment would ensure that President 

Bashir is never again able to visit South Africa, and that the judgment established a 

"binding precedent". Thereafter not only international interest but also local political 

parties' and the media's conduct emphasised what the main judgment itself has 

expressly held. It is that "the order we handed down, as well as this judgment remain 

relevant in view of the important constitutional and international law principles at 

stake''. 13 

13 Para 3 ofthe main judgment (emphasis added). 
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31. Thus, the court a quo confirmed already in its main judgment that despite the fact that 

"the central figure in the proceedings [President Bashir] had left South Africa",14 the 

orders that Government acted unconstitutionally in not arresting President Bashir, and 

that Government is compelled to take all reasonable steps to do so, remain ''relevant" 

and "important". Indeed, so live did the judgment and order remain that they have 

already formed the subject-matter of an attempt in Parliament to impeach President 

Zun1a (even though he was not cited as a party by SALC). The judgment and orders 

also precipitated an unprecedented meeting held between the Executive and the 

Judiciary on 27 August 2015. Contempt proceedings are also threatened by SALC. 

32. As indicated, despite the court directing that the only issue for consideration was the 

appeal's mootness, judgment on the application for leave to appeal was only delivered 

on 16 September 2015 - over a month after the hearing on leave to appeal. 

Judgment on leave to appeal 

33. The court a quo dismissed the application for leave to appeal with costs, including costs 

of two counsel. This was on a twofold basis. First, the matter was held to be moot in 

that there is no longer a live controversy between the parties. Second, the court a quo 

considered that there is no reasonable prospect of success, because no other court could 

come to a conclusion other than that President Bashir enjoyed no immunity from arrest 

or from prosecution under customary international law as a serving head of State. 

34. A copy of the judgment refusing leave is annexed marked "H". I shall refer to it as ''the 

judgment on leave to appeal". 

14 Ibid. 
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35. This judgment held that Government's argument on the merits had been "fully" 

addressed in the main judgment. 15 This, with respect, is not only demonstrably 

incoiTect. 16 It also resulted in an in·egular and unfair hearing on leave to appeal. This is 

because it is based on matters the court a quo directed the parties not to address. Not 

only could the court a quo not explain how Government's subsequent arguments were 

fully addressed by a preceding judgment, it did not even refer, for instance, to a key 

judgment by the International Court of Justice, which Government's heads of argument 

cited extensively. 

C. Prospects of success 

36. In the circumstances to which the procedural history gave rise, there is a very good 

prospect that Government' s argument (based on international law textbooks, reports by 

international scholars, and important judgments by the International Court of Justice and 

highest courts in comparable jurisdictions) could lead another court to a different 

conclusion. 

37. In what follows I demonstrate this with reference to the court a quo's misconstruction of 

international law; its erroneous interpretation of the Implementation Act; its 

misapplication of the Immunities Act and misalignment with comparable caselaw; and 

its failure to apply the Oudekraal principle. 

15 Para 3 of the judgment on leave to appeal. 
16 Para 33 of the main judgment shows that the judgment on leave to appeal was wrong to suggest that 
Government's argument on leave to appeal was already fully addressed a quo. The main judgment states that at 
the main hearing on 15 June 2015 Government's "argument was solely founded on the relevant Statutes and 
legislative documents". (Para 22 of the main judgment inconsistently records that the court a quo construed the 
"essence" of Government's oral argument as being the contents of the affidavit deposed to by Dr Lubisi. 
Whatever the court a quo considered Government's argument to be, it clearly did not recognise that 
Government's position is supported by authoritative pronouncements on international law.) 
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The main judgment misconstrued international law 

38. Government's heads of argument seeking leave to appeal summarised for the court a 

quo the crucial aspects of the important judgment in the Case Concerning the Arrest 

Warrant of 11 April 2000 (Democratic Republic of the Congo v Belgium). 11 In this 

judgment the ICJ confirmed a number of important legal principles. 

39. The first is that "it is firmly established that ... certain holders of high-ranking office in 

a State, such as the head of State ... , enjoy immunities from jurisdiction in other States, 

both civil and criminal". 18 Thus, the court a quo erred in holding that President Bashir 

"does not enjoy immunity in accordance with the rules of customary international 

law''. 19 

40. Second, "article 32 [of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations (1961) 

provides] that only the sending State may waive such immunity", and this "reflects 

customary international law".2° The domestic legislation giving effect to this 

Convention requires that any such waiver always be explicit and in writing?1 No such 

waiver exists here. To the contrary, Sudan explicitly invoked its immunity by 

requesting that its head of State be "accorded all the privileges and immunities of a 

delegate attending an AU Summit".22 Thus, the court a quo erred in attaching any 

weight to the notion that immunity was waived "implicitly" - and this purportedly not 

even by Sudan itself (qua sending State) but by the Security Council.23 This is not only 

contrary to domestic law, but also against Article 98 of the Rome Statute itself. It 

17 (2002) ICJ Rep 3; reaffirmed in Case Concerning Certain Questions of Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters 
(Djibouti v France) (2008) ICJ Rep 177. 
18 Op cit at para 51. 
19 Para 30 ofthe main judgment. 
20 Op cit at para 52. 
21 Section 8(3} of the Immunities Act. 
22 Para 3.2 of Dr Lubisi's supporting affidavit. 
23 Para 29.9 ofthe main judgment. 
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requires that waiver be effected "by the third State" (or, in other words, "the sending 

State") itself. 

41. Third, "the functions of a Minister of Foreign Affairs [who is one of the high-ranking 

officials like a head of State in whom immunity vests ][241 are such that, throughout the 

duration of his or her office, he or she when abroad enjoys full immunity from criminal 

jurisdiction and inviolability".25 Thus the court a quo erred in considering that it could 

exercise its jurisdiction over President Bashir and violate his freedom of movement (as 

the second order does). 

42. Fourth, "there exists under customary international law [noJ form of exception to the 

rule according immunity from criminal jurisdiction and inviolability to incumbent 

Ministers of Foreign Affairs [or heads of State], where they are suspected of having 

committed war crimes or crimes against humanity".26 Thus the court a quo erred in 

construing an exception in the case of"intemational human rights law".27 

43. Fifth, ''the rules governing the jurisdiction of national courts must be carefully 

distinguished from those governing jurisdictional immunities: jurisdiction does not 

imply absence of immunity, while absence of immunity does not imply jurisdiction".28 

Thus the court a quo erred in conflating immunity with jurisdiction, and in equating the 

existence of jurisdiction with the absence of immunity?9 

24 Although the ICJ's judgment dealt with a Minister of Foreign Affairs, it "appl[ies], a fortiori, to heads of 
Government" (Foakes The Position of Heads of State and Senior Officials in International Law (Oxford 
University Press, 2014) at 22). 
25 Op cit at para 54. 
26 Op cit at para 58. 
27 Para 28.13.1 of the main judgment. 
28 Op cit at para 58. 
29 Para28.11 ofthe mainjudgment. 
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44. I interpose to note that SALC's heads of argument filed in the application for leave to 

appeal reveal that this very error underlies SALC' s entire approach. SALC contended 

that "it must follow" that once the South African court has criminal jurisdiction, no 

immunity exists.30 SALC also misconstrued the ICJ's judgment as authority for the 

proposition that no immunity exists. 31 This not only elides the previous three 

paragraphs from the judgment.32 It also confuses immunity against the ICC's 

jurisdiction with immunity from the process of a domestic court. It further ignores that 

the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber II has itself "ma[d]e clear that it is not disputed that under 

international law a sitting head of State enjoys personal immunities from criminal 

jurisdiction and inviolability before national courts of foreign States even when 

suspected of having committed one or more of the crimes within the jurisdiction of the 

[ICC]".33 In these circumstances SALC's contention that the findings of the ICC "on 

the scope of its jurisdiction are binding on State parties, including South Africa"34 not 

only repeats the mistake of confusing the presence of jurisdiction with the absence of 

immunity. It is also self-defeating, because the ICC itself accepted the ICJ's 

confirmation of "inviolability before national courts of foreign States". The court a 

30 Para 27 of SALC's heads of argument. The premise for the proposition is wrong, because neither a1ticle 27 of 
the Rome Statute nor section 4(2) of the Implementation Act abolishes immunity ratione personae. Both 
provisions quite clearly provide that official capacity is neither a defence nor attenuating for purposes of 
sentencing. They do not deal with immunity. Section 4 deals with jurisdiction. 
31 Para 44.4 of SALC's heads of argument filed in the application for leave to appeal, citing para 61 of the JCJ 
judgment in the Arrest Warrant case. 
32 These paragraphs confirm immunity ratione personae even in the case of crimes against humanity (para 58); 
caution that the distinction between jurisdiction of national courts must be carefully distinguished from 
jurisdictional immunities, because jurisdiction does not imply the absence of immunity (para 59); note that the 
extension of jurisdiction over serious crimes and duties imposed on States by international conventions "in no 
way affects immunities under customary international law" (para 59); state that such immunities subsist "before 
national courts of a foreign State, even where those courts exercise such jurisdiction under these conventions 
(para 59); and clarity that immunity from criminal jurisdiction and individual criminal responsibility are quite 
separate concepts (para 60). 
33 Decision on the Cooperation of the Democratic Republic of Congo Regarding Omar AI Bashir 's Arrest and 
Surrender to the Court 9 April 2014 ICC-02/05-0 1/09 at para 25. The judgment thus accepts the correctness of 
the ICJ's decision that immunity ratione personae persists, and makes it clear that what article 27 does is to 
create an exception when the ICC exercises "its jurisdiction" over such a person. 
34 Para 44.4 of SALC's heads of argument filed in the application for leave to appeal. 
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quo's second order - for which SALC has asked on a mistaken understanding of 

international law- is accordingly inconsistent with ICJ and ICC authority. 

45. Sixth, "although various international conventions on the prevention and punishment of 

certain serious crimes impose on States obligations of prosecution or extradition, 

thereby requiring them to extend their criminal jurisdiction, such extension of 

jurisdiction in no way affects immunities under customary international law".35 Thus 

the court a quo erred in holding that the Rome Statute (or the Implementation Act 

giving effect to it) abrogated immunity under international customary law. 36 

46. Seventh, immunity is retained "before the courts of a foreign State, even where those 

courts exercise such jurisdiction under these conventions."37 Thus, again, the court a 

quo, erred in construing a contrary legal position.38 

47. Furthermore, article 27 of the Rome Statute does not affect immunity ratione personae 

before a domestic court. 39 Article 27 deals exclusively with immunity before the ICC 

itself, and in any event can only operate to defeat the immunity ratione personae of a 

head of a State which is a Rome Statute signatory .40 Thus the court a quo erred also in 

this respect in seeking to find support for its judgment in a ruling by an ICC Pre-Trial 

Chamber.41 What the Decision on the Cooperation of the Democratic Republic of 

Congo Regarding Omar Al Bashir 's Arrest and Surrender to the Court in fact confirms 

is that the position articulated by the ICJ in its Arrest Warrant case prevails: "under 

international law a sitting head of State enjoys personal immunities from criminal 

35 Op cit at para 59. 
36 Para 28.8 of the main judgment. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Para28.13.1 ofthe mainjudgment. 
39 Op cit at para 61. 
40 Broomhall op cit at 141 . 
4

; Para32 ofthe main judgment. 
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jwisdiction and inviolability before national courts of foreign States", and that 

article 27(2) applies to "proceedings before the Court".42 "The Court" is the ICC, not a 

national court. 

48. The court a quo accordingly erred, as a result, in construing a legal duty to arrest a 

serving head of State, and particularly in ordering the arrest of a head of State. The 

correct legal duty is to desist from arresting a sitting head of State. Neither the Rome 

Statute nor its Implementation Act requires member States to violate the sovereign 

immunity of third party States' heads of State. The court a quo not only held that they 

do, but also imposed such legal duty on Government. It did so by declaring in the first 

order that Government's failure to take steps to "arrest and/or detain" President Bashir 

was "inconsistent with the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa". 

49. In doing so, the court a quo also misconstrued Articles 86 and 89 of the Rome Statute. 

Both provisions are internally qualified. Article 86 is subject to other provisions of the 

Statute, and article 89 is subject to Part 9 of the Statute. Thus both provisions are 

expressly subject to article 98(1) of the Statute.43 The effect of article 98(1) is that a 

request by the ICC which would require South Africa to act inconsistently with the 

immunity of Sudan's President may not be made by the ICC "unless the [ICC] can first 

obtain the cooperation of [Sudan] for the waiver of the immunity". Thus not only is it 

Sudan (not the Security Council) which must waive the immunity. The immunity is 

also expressly extant- otherwise there could be nothing to waive. 

42 Decision on the Cooperation of the Democratic Republic of Congo Regarding Omar AI Bashir 's Arrest and 
Surrender to the Court9 Aprii20141CC-02/05-0l/09 at paras 29 and 30. 
43 Article 98(1) of the Rome Statute expressly retains diplomatic immunity under customary international law. It 
provides : "The Court may not proceed with a request for surrender or assistance which would require the 
requested State to act inconsistently with its obligations under international law with respect to the State or 
diplomatic immunity of a person or property of a third State, unless the Court can first obtain the cooperation of 
that third State for the waiver of the immunity" 
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50. Therefore, contrary to the court a quo's construction, the Rome Statute does not 

expressly abolish the immunity.44 Instead, the Rome Statute expressly retains the 

immunity of third-party States. The Rome Statute (which is itself a treaty) does not 

purport to repudiate the fundamental tenet of treaty law: privity. It accordingly cannot 

and does not abrogate rights of third parties. 

51. As I shall show, the Implementation Act - whose purpose it is to give effect to the 

Rome Statute - unsurprisingly does likewise. 

The main judgment misconstrued the Implementation Act 

52. Section 2 of the Implementation Act itself records its governing interpretative 

principles. A court interpreting this Act "must also consider" conventional international 

law; customary international law; and comparable foreign law. Having not considered 

the ICJ judgment (which deals inter alia with the legal effect of article 27), the court a 

quo failed to give effect to the mandatory requirement in section 2 of the 

Implementation Act. Accordingly the court a quo also failed to comply with the 

Constitutional Court's only judgment on the Implementation Act.45 

53. The domestic equivalent of article 27 of the Rome Statute is section 4 of the 

Implementation Act. Whereas article 27 deals with member States' immunity before 

the ICC, section 4 deals with immunity before a South African court. 

44 Para 28.8. 
4s National Commissioner of the South African Police Service v Southern African Human Rights Litigation 
Centre 2015 (I) SA 315 (CC) at para 23 requires a court to consider international law when interpreting the 
Implementation Act. The recorda! in paras 25 and 26 of the main judgment refers to the Constitutional Court's 
judgment, but with respect does not give effect to it. 
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54. Section 4 is quite clear. What it provides expressly is that being (inter alios) "a head of 

State"46 "is neither a defence to a crime; nor a ground for any possible reduction of 

sentence".47 Section 4 does not render a serving head of State liable to arrest, and it 

does not abrogate a fundamental principle of international law: inviolability from arrest. 

It deals with the jurisdiction of South African courts. This is made sufficiently clear by 

the heading of the second chapter of the Act (of which section 4 is one of the only two 

sections). As the ICJ held, jurisdiction and immunity must not be confused (as they 

were by the court a quo). The presence of jurisdiction does not imply the absence of 

immunity (as the court a quo apparently presumed). 

55. Because section 4 evidently does not avail it, SALC shifted its reliance at the leave to 

appeal stage to section 10(9). Also in this respect SALC has misstated the law. It 

explicitly contended that "s 1 0(9) unequivocally provides that a person cannot escape 

arrest and surrender on the basis that he is a serving head of State.'"'8 The correct 

position is that section 1 0(9) does not deal with arrest at all. 

56. As the heading to section 10 spells out, and the provisions of section 10 confirm, it deals 

with proceedings "after arrest". It is section 9 which deals with arrests. Significantly 

section 9 contains no provision similar to section 1 0(9). In short, section 9 on arrests is 

silent on heads of State. Thus, for purposes of arrest the fundamental principle of 

international law - absolute inviolability as a consequence of immunity ratione 

personae - remains preserved. This accords with the Rome Statute which itself not only 

preserves immunity of third States, but explicitly qualifies any duty to arrest with 

46 Section 4(2)(a). 
47 Section 4(2)(b)(i) and (ii). 
48 Para 30 ofSALC's heads of argument on leave to appeal (emphasis added). 
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reference to member States' national law.49 Thus reliance on section 10(9) is an own 

goal. 

57. While the Implementation Act was careful to deal with immunity (e.g. section 7, dealing 

with the immunity of the Court itself- thus recognising the importance of immunity) it 

did not abrogate immunity in the context of arrests. Because immunity is such a 

fundamental principle of international law (and because section 2 provides that the Act 

"must" be interpreted and applied with reference to international law), reading in words 

which section 9 does not contain (but which the immediate context of section 9 does 

contain) is not a permissible construction. 

58. There is thus no abolition of immunity against arrests to be found in section 10(9) 

either.50 Subsection (9) refers to "an order contemplated in subsection (5)", and 

subsection (5) contemplates an order by a magistrate that a person be "surrendered to 

the [International Criminal] Court and that he or she be committed to prison pending 

such surrender." This is not the order sought from or granted by the court a quo (which 

is, of course, not a magistrates' court). The court a quo ordered the arrest (without a 

warrant) and detention of President Bashir pending a formal request for his surrender 

from the ICC. The Court demonstrably did not grant a section 10(5) order. The 

judgment did not purport to invoke any part of section 10. Nor did it consider the 

jurisdictional facts for a section 10(5) order. What is more, a section 10(1) inquiry itself 

requires that a person be detained under a warrant of arrest. And any arrest must itself 

49 Article 89(1) of the Rome Statute. 
50 Section 10(9) provides- when it is read with section 10(5), to which it refers- is that "(t]he fact that a person 
to be surrendered is a (head of State] does not constitute a ground for [a magistrate to] refus[ e] to issue an order 
that [he] be surrendered to the [ICC] and that he .. . be committed to prison pending such surrender" (emphasis 
added). 

'--J- c_. \{\, ~ 
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have been lawful.51 There was no arrest, there was no inquiry, and the arrest 

pw:portedly ordered was one without a warrant. Thus there could not, and have not 

been, a section 1 0( 5) order. Thus section 1 0(9) clearly finds no application. 

The court a quo made an order which is inconsistent with the Immunities Act and 
comparative law 

59. Section4(1) of the Immunities Act precludes both the first and second orders granted by 

the court a quo. It entrenches immunity ratione personae for heads of States and 

accordingly codifies the customary international law position as part of domestic 

statutory law. This is buttressed by section 15(1) of the Immunities Act. It actually 

criminalises the arrest of a serving head of State. The arrest order below flouts this. 

60. This legal position operates as a matter of national law and is reinforced by international 

law. As has been shown, there is no provision in the Implementation Act which 

imposes a legal duty to act contrary to these sections. But had it been otherwise, the 

court a quo would have had to interpret the provisions it perceived to be in conflict by 

seeking to harmonise them with one another. It could not simply construe customary 

international law or the Immunities Act as being trumped by section 4(2) of the 

Implementation Act (as SALC urged),52 because section 4(2) does not apply. It is 

nonetheless significant that section 1 0(9) does not even purport to trump either the 

Immunities Act or customary international law. It contains no wording similar to 

section 4(2). 

51 Section IO(l)(b) requires a magistrate to inquire whether an arrest was in accordance with South African 
domestic law; otherwise the arrestee "must" be released (section l0(8Xe)(i)). Section 10(8)(e)(i), which deals 
with an appeal, requires that in the event that an appeal based on the requirement that domestic law be complied 
with succeeds, release of the detainee "must" follow. 
52 Paras 33 and 44. t of SALC's heads of argument filed in the application for leave to appeal. 
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61. In harmonising the applicable statutory matrix, the court a quo had to give effect not 

only to international law (and, most importantly, the ICJ's judgment). 53 It should also 

have considered foreign law. It referred to none. Had it done so, it would have seen (as 

Goverrunent's heads of argument in the application for leave to appeal demonstrated) 

that foreign law confirms the position under international law as articulated by the ICJ. 

62. For instance, applying the same fundamental principle of international law as the ICJ 

did, in Pinochet the House of Lords held that immunity ratione personae continues to 

apply except only before an international tribunal whose constitutive treaty (to which 

the sending State is a signatory) abolishes immunity.54 Thus, immunity ratione 

b £ d 
. . . 55 personae e ore a omest1c court remams mtact. 

63. The legal literature reflects that the same legal position had been accepted and applied 

throughout the world by many comparable domestic courts. 56 In the light of section 2 of 

the Implementation Act, the court a quo erred in its judgment on leave to appeal by 

suggesting that Goverrunent' s argument supported by these authorities was "irrelevant". 

The court a quo also ignored the Oudekraa/ principle 

64. As mentioned, the Republic of Sudan formally requested that President Bashir be 

accorded all privileges and immunities of a delegate attending the AU Summit. It was, 

so the answering affidavit of Dr Lubisi explained, the express premise that promulgating 

53 As SALC's heads of argument contended by invoking "the constitutional requirement to prefer a legislative 
interpretation that gives effect to international obligations over one that does not" (para 33). 
54 R v Bow Metropolitan Stipendary Magistrate, ex parte Pinochet Ugarte (No 3) [1999] 2 All ER 97 (HL) 
at 120-121 and 189. For a recent reported judgment applying it, see Harb v Prince Abdul Aziz Bin Fahd Bin 
Abdul Aziz [2015] I AllER 77 (Ch). 
55 Jdat 111-112, l52and 189. 
56 The Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its sixty-fifth session, 6 May to 7 June and 8 
July to 9 August 2013 (available at http:// legal. un.orgl docs/? path=../ ilc/ reports/ 2013/ english/ chp5. pdf& 
Jang=EFSRAC) at fu 267 reflects that a very large number of national courts have on many occasions cited the 
immunity ratione personae from foreign criminal jurisdiction of the head of State as grounds for their decisions 
on substance and their findings that criminal proceedings cannot be brought against an incumbent head of State. 
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the host agreement has the legal effect of affording immunity to President Bashir as 

head of State of an AU member. 57 Through it President Bashir would "be accorded", as 

requested, "all the privileges and immunities of a delegate attending an AU Summit". 58 

The judgment on leave to appeal itself accepts this. 59 

65. But the court a quo held that President Bashir was not a delegate and that section 5(3) of 

the Immunities Act does not apply to him. Government's position is that this is wrong 

for reasons identified in its heads of argument filed for the hearing on leave to appeal. 

66. The yet shorter answer, however, is that even were the court a quo correct, it could not 

simply ignore the ministerial notice. In the event that the Minister misconstrued her 

powers or acted ultra vires the empowering Act in promulgating the host agreement (in 

order to ensure immunity inter alios to heads of State and President Bashir in 

particular), the promulgation had to be impugned, reviewed and set aside. It could not 

simply be ignored because the court a quo disagreed with its validity or legal effect. 

The promulgation had legal effect until it was set aside. But it was not set aside. 

67. Instead the court a quo went behind an extant act by the Minister acting pursuant to the 

Minister's empowering Act. This, I am advised is contrary to this Court's judgment in 

Oudekraal Estates (Pty) Ltd v City of Cape Town.60 The Constitutional Court itself has 

confirmed and applied the Oudekraal principle on nun1erous occasions.61 

57 Record p 208 para 3.6 . 
58 Record p 207 para 3.2. 
59 Para 2: "it will be recalled that the notice was issued in terms of the . .. Immunities Act and it was sought 
thereby to immunise any delegate attending the African Union summit in this country from arrest." 
60 2004 (6) SA 222 (SCA). 
61 E.g. MECfor Health, Eastetn Cape v Kirland lnvestmenls (Pty) Ltd t/a Eye & Lazer Institute 2014 (3) SA 481 
(CC). 

-:S.c. ~, ~ 
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68. Thus, even were SALC's argument on section 4 of the Immunities Act correct, it still 

fails to address the Oudekraal principle. It was pleaded explicitly, 62 yet the court a quo 

failed entirely to address it. SALC, for its part, accepted in a supplementary affidavit-

as it did in its heads of argument on leave to appeal - that the ministerial notice had to 

be impugned. Yet the notice of motion was not amended accordingly, and no such 

order was granted. 

69. For the above and other reasons identified in the notice of application for leave to appeal 

field a quo and Government's heads of argument on leave to appeal a quo, I submit that 

the court a quo clearly erred in granting the orders. There are accordingly good 

prospects of success in an appeal. It remains to consider the basis on which leave to 

appeal was refused. 

D. The decision sought will have "practical effect or result" 

70. As mentioned, the court a quo indicated that mootness was the only issue for purposes 

of leave to appeal and then reserved judgment for over 30 days on this single issue. In 

this period Government informed the court a quo that its judgment is already having the 

most profound "practical effect or result" imaginable in a democracy. As mentioned, on 

the basis of the judgment impeachment proceedings against the President of the 

Republic of South Africa were purportedly instituted. 

71. This was precisely because the court a quo held - without hearing Government on this 

issue - that there "are clear indications that the order of Sunday 14 June 2015 was not 

complied with". 63 On this basis the court a quo held that despite the departure of 

62 Para 38.3 of Government's answering affidavit. 
63 Para 37.2 ofthe main judgment. 
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President Bashir the main judgment and order "remain relevant".64 This was because of 

the important constitutional (and international law) principles at stake. 65 

72. President Bashir's departure made no difference to the importance of the profound 

fmdings and order of unconstitutionality. So profound is the order that had it been made 

against the President himself, the Constitution provides that such order would have had 

no effect unless it is confirmed by the Constitutional Court. 66 Thus the Constitution 

itself renders such matters appealable, because in confirmation proceedings an 

automatic right of appeal exists. A comparable final order against other members of the 

Cabinet, and one which is so important that it invoked "the democratic edifice" itself, is 

not one which could have become moot on the sudden discovery of the real position 

under international law. Its mootness has nothing to do with President Bashir's 

departure, and no other basis for its contended mootness has been suggested by the court 

a quo. 

73. The first order stands. Its relevance, imp01iance, practical effect and result will remain 

forever. It records with finality that Government's conduct was "inconsistent with the 

Constitution". Furthermore, the order will in perpetuity operate as imposing a 

constitutional duty on Government "to take steps to arrest and/or detain" the head of a 

foreign State against whom an ICC arrest warrant has been issued. 

64 Para 3 of the main judgment. 
65 Para 3 of the main judgment. The important constitutional principle at stake was that " [a] democratic State 
based on the rule of law cannot exist or function if the government ignores its constitutional obligations and fails 
to abide by Court orders". Otherwise "the democratic edifice will crumble stone-by-stone". Hence the 
continued importance and relevance of the first order, which declared that to the extent that Government had 
failed to take steps to arrest President Bashir (which the judgment held was the position), Government's conduct 
was "inconsistent with the Constitution". 
66 Section 172(2)(a) of the Constitution. 
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74. The same applies to the second order. It is not time-bound. It "compel[s]" Government 

to take all reasonable steps to prepare to arrest President Bashir without a warrant .. . 

and detain him". The mandamus does not contemplate President Bashir' s presence. 

Government must "forthwith" take reasonable preparatory steps. Just as SAPS was 

previously directed under the Implementation Act to take preparatory investigative steps 

despite the absence of suspected perpetrators from South Africa, 67 so too does 

paragraph 2 of the order impose a duty to take reasonable steps "to prepare to arrest 

President Bashir" irrespective of his current whereabouts. The order has not reached its 

sell-by date on President Bashir's departure. Should President Bashir return to South 

Africa, he must be arrested, pursuant to paragraph 2 of the order- if not paragraph 1 (to 

escape another declarator of constitutional inconsistent conduct, and the rebuke of 

destabilising constitutional democracy). SALC was invited at the leave hearing to 

abandon any reliance in future on the orders, if they are moot. Of course it did not do 

so. 

75. SALC in fact has already publicly proclaimed a directly contrary stance. As mentioned, 

SALC is reported by the public broadcaster as having said that the judgment indeed sets 

a precedent and indeed precludes President Bashir from ever again entering South 

Africa. It said so hours after its counsel argued the contrary in court. Yet it is expressly 

on the basis of SALC' s argument that the court a quo embraced mootness. 68 Tbis 

further confirms that the conclusion in paragraph 7 of the judgment ofleave to appeal is, 

on a principled approach, indefensible. 

67 National Commissioner of Police v Southern African Human Rights Litigation Centre 2015 (I) SA 315 (CC). 
68 Para 5 of the judgment on leave to appeal, quoting para 3 of SALC's heads of argument "that because 
President Bashir had left South Africa, the issues between the parties had become academic that that any order 
by the Supreme Court of Appeal ... would have no practical effect or result" 
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76. The same applies to the conclusion in paragraph 8 of the judgment on leave to appeal. 

It is that "we do not hold the opinion that the appeal has reasonable prospects of success 

at all."69 While the judgment does not disclose this, this conclusion reflects 

Fabricius J's insistence at the hearing on leave to appeal that a subjective approach is 

henceforth to be exercised by the judge(s) considering an application for leave to 

appeal. This regression to the discredited notion of subjective jurisdictional facts 

resonates also in the subsequent paragraph of the judgment. 70 Objective authority which 

the court a quo refused to entertain demonstrates the fallacy in the main judgment. Yet 

the court a quo did not engage with the question why another comi would prefer the 

court a quo's conclusion over that by the international law experts sitting as judges in 

the ICJ and who wrote the Arrest Warrant judgment. It is the latter judgment which has 

been followed throughout the world by domestic courts. 

77. The suggestion that "article 27 of the Implementation Act applies"71 demonstrates the 

further defects in the court's exercise of its subjective approach to granting leave to 

appeal. This is because it is objectively quite clear that article 27 forms part of the 

Rome Statute. It is not part of the Implementation Act. It is the Implementation Act 

which implements (as its name suggests) the Rome Statute. It is therefore the 

Implementation Act which applies. Article 27 of the Rome Statute applies to immunity 

of member States vis-a-vis the ICC. It does not apply to Sudan vis-a-vis the ICC. Nor 

to Sudan vis-a-vis a South African court. 

69 Para 8 of the judgment on leave to appeal. 
70 In para 9 of the judgment on leave to appeal the court simply states "[w]e are not ofthat opinion [i.e. that an 
appeal would have a reasonable prospect of success] and for the reasons stated in our [main] judgment President 
Bashir enjoyed no immunity from arrest or from prosecution under customary international law as a head of 
State." 
71 Para 9 ofthejudgment on leave to appeal. 
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78. It follows that nothing in the judgment on leave to appeal provides a tenable basis for a 

conclusion that the appeal would be academic (or, for that matter, that there are no 

reasonable prospects of success). The only suggestion is that President Bashir's 

departure had this effect. But this reasoning (flawed as it is) does not even apply to the 

first and most important order: one relating to the Constitution itself. SALC, too, could 

not at the hearing on leave to appeal explain how the departure-rationale could 

conceivably explain the mootness of the declaration of constitutional malfeasance. The 

Court itself had said this "remains relevant"; the "democratic edifice" itself was 

endangered. While this was expressly pointed out in reply, the judgment on leave to 

appeal is silent on this. 

79. The court a quo went further than merely adopting an unwarranted subjective approach 

to the correctness of its own conclusion. In this process it also eschewed this Court's 

established approach to mootness under section 16(2)(a)(i) ofthe 2013 Act. 

80. This Court's approach to exercising its discretion to dismiss an academic appeal on 

mootness alone has been articulated in Qoboshiyane NOv Avusa Publishing Eastern 

Cape (Pty) Ltd. 72 The correct approach is to consider whether the appeal turns on "a 

discrete legal issue of public importance . . . that would affect matters in the future and 

on which the adjudication of this Court was required". In such cases an appeal is not 

dismissed on the ground of mootness alone. The present is strikingly just such a case. 

81. As tlus affidavit shows (inter alia in section E below), this is demonstrably not, with 

respect, a matter in which this Court "may" in the proper exercise of its judicial 

discretion based on its own previous judgments on section16(2)(a) dismiss an appeal on 

72 2013 (3) SA 315 (SCA) para 5. For a recent application of this approach see Legal Aid South Africa v 
Magidiwana 2015 (2) SA 568 (SCA) at para 15, upheld by the Constitutional Court in Legal Aid South Africa v 
Magidiwana [2015] ZACC 28. 
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the ground of mootness alone. Hence it is not a matter "falling within with ambit of 

section 16(2)(a)" of the 2013 Act. Therefore it is not a matter on which the High Court 

was precluded from granting leave to appeal under section 17(1)(b) of the 2013 Act. 

E. Compelling other reasons exist which warrant an appeal 

82. I have already shown that there are real prospects of success and that there is no 

mootness. In what follows I show that there are yet further compelling reasons which 

operate as alternative basis for granting leave to appeal and also further confirms that 

this is not a matter in respect of which the mere departure of President Bashir can bring 

the appeal "within the ambit of section 16(2)(a)" ofthe 2013 Act. 

83. First, if the main judgment is allowed to stand, it will adversely affect the conduct of 

South Africa's international relations. South Africa has mediated, and mediates, many 

disputes in relation to which serving heads of State from time to time are present in this 

country: the Great Lakes Region, Cote d'lvoire, Central African Republic and Sudan 

itself are a few examples. In particular, whether South Africa is in a position to host 

African events without having to arrest its guests is of pressing practical relevance to 

Government and of considerable importance to South Africa generally. 

84. Second, serving heads of State visit for other reasons too: State visits, funerals, medical 

visits. It is in the interests of legal certainty that the appeal should be heard in order to 

obtain clarity on how Government should respond to such visits. This is because the 

matter raises crucial issues about the inter-relationship between domestic law and 

international law on immunity and privileges of heads of State. If the main judgment is 

left to stand as precedent (as SALC itself says it would), it would bring the South 

African domestic law in conflict with international law as articulated by the ICJ in the 
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Arrest Warrant case. This means that Government will either fmd itself before the ICJ 

for violating a fundamental principle of international law, or before a domestic court in 

contempt proceedings. 

85. Third, a court order compelling the arrest of President Bashir without a warrant is 

without parallel in this country and in the world. There is no prior instance in known 

legal history of the arrest of a serving head of State at the instance of the court of 

another country. 

86. Fourth, given the overwhelming public scrutiny and interest in this matter, it is in the 

interests of justice that this matter receives the attention of our highest courts. It is 

important, as the court a quo held, for the democratic project that Government's 

compliance with or defiance of the rule of law and the Constitution be placed beyond 

doubt. Government acted on legal advice in taking the steps it did to bring itself within 

the ambit of the Immunities Act. It did so in an attempt lawfully to guarantee the 

immunity of all delegates attending the AU Summit, including President Bashir. While 

the court a quo presented Government's stance as one intent on bending the law, the 

affidavits bear out that Government was concerned to act within the law. The first order 

confirms what the main judgment bears out. It is that Government can never act under 

any provision of the Immunities Act to give effect to the international law position on 

immunity ratione personae. How, then, must Government act within the law? If it 

arrests serving heads of State (as the court a quo required) it will be accountable to the 

international community, as Belgium was held to be by the ICJ in the Arrest Warrant 

case. Government should be permitted to obtain legal certainty as regards the correct 

position under South African domestic law. 
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87. Fifth, in similar circumstances, the Constitutional Court itself confirmed that the 

interpretation and application of the Implementation Act has far-reaching consequences 

for South African authorities in the execution of their constitutional, international and 

domestic law obligations. This not only confirms the importance ofthe issues arising in 

tlris matter (as the main judgment itself invoked in support of granting the declaratory 

and mandatory relief). It also demonstrates the appropriate outcome of an application 

for leave to appeal. As happened on the previous occasion when Fabricius J sat in the 

court of first instance on tl1e only other occasion when the Implementation Act arose for 

consideration, 73 leave to appeal was again refused by the court a quo. 74 As before an 

application for special leave to this Court became necessary. 

88. On that previous occasion this Court rejected the refusal of leave and itself granted 

leave to appeal and so did the Constitutional Court subsequently. Both courts of appeal 

had to reformulate the orders by the court of first instance. And both courts of appeal 

accepted that the importance of the matter warranted granting leave to appeal. This 

despite the court a quo having evidently been convinced that its orders were immutable. 

In the event, the orders were held to require correction on appeal both by this Court and 

the Constitutional Court. And while SALC itself previously opposed the application for 

leave to appeal to this Court, it abandoned its opposition eventually. It is invited to do 

the same in the light of its public statement repudiating its argument at the hearing on 

leave to appeal, and its threat of instituting criminal contempt proceedings. 

73 The matter culminated in this Court's judgment in National Commissioner, South African Police Service v 
Southern African Human Rights Litigation Centre 2014 (2) SA 42 (SCA) and the Constitutional Court's 
subsequent judgment in National Commissioner of the South African Police Service v Southern African Human 
Rights Litigation Centre 2015 ( 1) SA 315 (CC). 
74 In suggesting that leave to appeal had previously been granted, Government's heads of argument filed for the 
hearing on leave to appeal incorrectly attributed a different approach to Fabricius J. The correct position was 
recorded by this Court in National Commissioner, South African Police Service v Southern African Human 
Rights Litigation Centre 2014 (2) SA 42 (SCA) at para 3: a petition was required, and it succeeded. 
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F. Conclusion 

89. Neither the order to arrest President Bashir nor the declarator of unlawful conduct by 

the Government is academic. They stand. They have precipitated an impeachment 

motion against the President. For SALC they stand as an avowed "precedent" it (or 

others) will enforce. SALC threatens consequential criminal contempt proceedings. 

And Government's conduct of its international relations is directly affected. 

90. Even were either order conceivably now without practical effect, this Court has the 

power (under section 17 of the 2013 Act) to grant leave by virtue of the continuing 

importance of the legal issues. They are by their very nature of exceptional importance. 

91. There is a reasonable prospect this Court will hold the court a quo to have been wrong, 

in view of the statutory provisions, international law and foreign law outlined above, in 

directing the arrest of President Bashir and in declaring Government's conduct to have 

been contrary to law. 

92. I accordingly ask that leave to appeal be granted to this Court, and that costs be costs in 

the appeal. 

TERRESA NONKULULEKO SINDANE 

I certify that the deponent acknowledged to me that she knows and understands the contents 

of this declaration, has no objection to taking the prescribed oath and considers the prescribed 

oath to be binding on her conscience; that the deponent thereafter uttered the words, I swear 

that the contents of this declaration are true, so help me God; and signed this declaration in 

my presence at /~~·~~~t}l) on this3-C.~y of .:S~-:>·~ ..... "'"l .... .:!.c:1(_2015. 

-:;;;;;>. c.. ., Ht. 
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State can't appeal Al-Bashir ruling- SA High Court 
Government can approach Supreme Court of Appeals, but the court isn't obliged hear the 
case - law professor. 

Mike Cohen, Bloomberg I 16 September 2015 12:24 

South Africa's High Court rejected a government bid to appeal its earlier order that had 
aimed to prevent visiting Sudanese President Umar ai-Bashir from leaving the country. 

The government defied a High Court order by allowing ai-Bashir to leave South Africa on 
june 15 after he attended an African Union summit while the tribunal was considering 
whether he should be arrested. The International Criminal Court has indicted the 
Sudanese leader twice for war crimes and genocide. 

"We do not hold the opinion that the appeal has reasonable p rospects of success at all," 
judge Hans Fabricius said in his ruling broadcast by johannesburg-based eNCA television. 
'The application for leave to appeal is dismissed with costs." 
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AI-Bashir, 71, has ruled Sudan for a quarter century since taking power in a military coup. 
The ICC, based in The Hague, indicted al-Bashir in 2009 and 2010 for his role in atrocities 

in Sudan's western Darfur region, where insurgents took up arms in 2003. As many as 
300,000 people have died in the conflict, mainly from illness and starvation, according to 

the United Nations. 

While South Africa is a signatory to the Rome Statute that established the ICC, the 
government argued that it couldn't arrest al-Bashir because he was in the country for an 
event that fell under the AU's jurisdiction. 

While the government can approach the Supreme Court of Appeals directly and ask it to 
hear the case, the court isn't obliged to do so, Pierre de Voss, a law professor at the 

University of Cape Town, said by phone. 

Mthunzi Mhaga, a spokesman for the justice ministry, told eNCA the government would 
study the judgment before deciding on its next course of action. 

Angela Mudukuti, a lawyer at the Southern African Litigation Cent re which filed the lawsuit 
seeking ai-Bashir's arrest, said the human rights group would wait to hear whether the 
government would appeal the ruling before deciding whether to file contempt of court 

charges against state officials. 
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17 September, 2015 

Eye Witness News 

The High Court dismissed government's applic:Jtion for leaYe to appe:1l a previous order. 

~ <-..:vv 
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PRETORIA - The Southern Afric.ln Litigation Centre says the latest ruling on Sud;·; ..• s.. :'rc.:;i.:r,; 
r: '1':,'1::"'~ .• ·:·)~demonstrates the independence of the judiciary and its commitment to upholding 
the rule of l:lv:. 

Yesterday, the High Court in Pretoria .,'H!; -,_.1_~·!'.".:.! ,'. _.:•.:·~ ·· ljc•, ·'.· l for lea\e to.-. -· a ,.l __ 1 
-~ ~ \'!hich fow1d its failure to arrest ul-Bashir in June W.lS unlawful and unconstitutional. 

Al-Bashir let1: South AtTica Jfter the Africun Union summit despite a court ordering the state to 
pr;:vent him from doing so. 

The centre's Angela Mudukudi says the c-'! ._')_ •·.1.:.J.i. .:,.,Lshows that South Africa's courts are 
independent. 

"I think it paints the judiciary in a very positive light because what we see here is the manifestation 
of the separation of powers. V.'e see the judiciary making stronzjudgments, sound in law and 
una froid of the government or the powers that be. I think that important for a Constitutional 
democracy." 

The j ustice department says it's studying the ruling to establish whether its worth petitioning the 
Supreme Court of Appeal directly. 

Yesterday, the centre also said the ruling upheld the correct precedent by re-affirming 
governm;:.nt's obligations to the International Criminal Court (ICC). 

Mudukuti said the ruling made it cle~r that government had obligations to the ICC. 

"We're thrilled ,-.-ith the results. I think it's important that the right precedent has been maintained 
and the judge has been very clear on that the previous judgment, indicating that South Africa's duty 
to arrest President ai-Bashir, stands." 

The Department of Justice's Mthunzi Mhaga said they were disappointed, 

··we' re of a finn view that the important issues have a bearing on public and international law. 
However, we will reflect on the judgment and all the issues that have been raised in a view to 
detennine whether the judgement itself is appealable." 

,~:'1.1- · !'E'-1.J.:. i~ lll.li.Lr_. :· Jl'Omil to_.··:nl--in to the ICC why it failed to arrest al-Bashir. 

ZUMA'S INVITATION 

President Jacob Zuma will have to relook his invitation list for the forum for AtTica-China co
operJtion after the High Court in Pretoria re-affinned the government's obligations to arrest aJ
Bashir. 

Zuma told the media this week that as a member of the forum, Sudan was expected to take part in 
the meeting scheduled for next month, prompting debate about whether al-Bashir would be 
returning to South Africa. 

Judge Hans Fabricius m~de it clear that South African law does not trump obligations set out in the 
Rome Statute. 

"President ai-Bashir enjoyed no immunity from arrest or !Tom prosecution under custom:ll"}' 
intemationallaw as a serving head of State." 

Mudukuti says the govemment is legally obliged to act. 

"There's a standing Wdrrant for his arrest and the judges made it clear that South AtTica is obligated 
to arrest him. Those rulings need to be taken seriously and President Omar al-Bashir should 
understand that should he come to South AtTica he's likely to be arrested." 
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CASE NO: 27740/15 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 
GAUTENG DIVISION, PRETORIA 

PRETORIA 14 JUNE 2015 

BEFORE THE HONOURABLE MR JUSTICE FABRICIUS 

In the matter between: 

THE SOUTHERN AFRICA LITIGATION CENTRE 

And 

THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF JUSTICE 
AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

THE MINISTER OF SAFETY AND SECURITY 

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF 
SAFETY AND SECURITY 

THE MINISTER OF INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS AND COOPERATION 

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS AND COOPERATION 

THE NATIONAL COMMISSIONER OF THE 
SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE 

THE NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC 
PROSECUTIONS 

THE HEAD OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR 
PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATIONS 

THE DIRECTOR OF THE PRIORITY CRIMES 
LITIGATION UNIT 

APPLICANT 

15
T RESPONDENT 

2N° RESPONDENT 

3RD RESPONDENT 

4TH RESPONDENT 

5TH RESPONDENT 

6TH RESPONDENT 

7TH RESPONDENT 

gTH RESPONDENT 

9TH RESPONDENT 

10TH RESPONDENT 



HAVING HEARD counsel(s) for the party(ies) and having read the documents filed of 
record 

IT IS ORDERED: 

THAT an interim order is granted in terms of Prayer 5 which will read as follows: 

Having regard to the introduction to these prayers thus compelling Respondents to 

prevent President Omar AI Bashir from leaving the country until an order is made in this 

Court. 

BY THE COURT 

REGISTRAR 



IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

(f\JORTH GAUTENG HIGH COURT, PRETORA) 

ON 14 JUNE 2015 

BEFORE THE HONOURABLE MR JUSTICE FABRICIUS 

REGISTRAR OF THE NORTH G~\UTENG 
HIGH COURT, PRETORIA 

I'RIVATE BAG/PRIVAATSAI< X67 
JUDGE'S SECRETARY 

1% JUN 2015 
Ca:;e number: 27740/15 

In the matter between: Gf<''l-'t-1ER VAN OlE HOORO GAUTENG 
L.. hOt HOF, P~._ET....;..O_RtA __ __, 

THE SOUTHERN AFRICA LITIGATION 

CENTRE 

and 

THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE AND 

CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF JUSTICE 

AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

THE MINISTER OF POLICE 

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL 

OF POLICE 

THE MINISTER OF INTERNATIOf\JA!... 

RELATIONS AND COOPERATION 

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF INTeRNATIONAL 

RELATIONS AND COOPERATION 

Applicant 

First Respondent 

Second Respondent 

Third Respondent 

Fourth Respondent 

Fifth Respondent 

Sixth Respondent 

MINISTER OF HOME Ar-FAIRS Seventh Respondent v._ 
, _ \~ \ ts
\v-; ~· 

Ct) 



PRIVATE BAG/ PRIVAATSAK X67 
JUDGE'S SECRETARY 

14 JUN 2015 
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF HOME 

AFFAIRS 
AEGTERS KLERK 

rruw~~P~RE~m~R~IA~O~~·~ ~~m~ GRIFFIER VAN DI!;.IIQJl ent 
HOE HOJ:,_ ~ETORIA ·~ 

SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE 

THE NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC 

PROSECTIONS 

THE HEAD OF THE DIRECTORATE 

FOR PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATION 

THE DIRECTOR OF THE PRIORITY CRIMES 

LITIGATION UNIT 

DRAFT ORDER 

Ninth Respondent 

Tenth Respondent 

Eleventh Respondent 

Twelfth Respondent 

Having read the papers filed of record and having heard counsel for the 

parties, an interim order is granted as follows: 

1. President Omar AI-Bashir of Sudan is prohibited from leaving the Republic 

of South Africa until a final order is made in this application, and the 

respondents are directed to take all necessary steps to prevent him from 

doing so; 

2. The eighth respondent, the Director General of Home Affairs is ordered: 

2.1. to effect service of this order on the official in charge of each and 

every point of entry into, and exit from, the Republic; and 



2.2. once he has done so, to provide the applicant with proof of such 

service, identifying the name of the person on whom the order was 

served at each point of entry and exit; 

3. The matter is postponed until 11 h30 on Monday 15 June 2015; 

4. The respondents are directed to file any answering affidavits by 09h00 on 

15 June 2015, the applicant to reply by 10h00. 

REGJS"t~AR OF.lHE NORTH GAUTE NG 
niGH COURT, PRETORIA 

PRIVATI." BAO/PRIVAAYSAK "67 
JUOGC:'S SECfiETAAY . . 

14 JUN 2015 

G RIFFIER VAN DIF. NOORD GAUTEN 
-_!:!0~ HO:-. r~RETOR IA G 

-·--···---------~ 

REGTERS KLERK 
PRETO RIA 000 1 
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IN THt; HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

(GAUTI;NG DIVISION, PRETORIA) 

DELETE WHICHEVER IS NOT APPLICAr$Lt; 

(1) REPORTABLE~. 

(2) OF INT~REST TO OTHER JUDGE$~ 

(3) REVISEO.~· 

?. 4- \Jv-. \1\Q.. d-. 0 I c;;-
·-~-~-- ~ - -~-" -~·~ ~~·~· --- - - ·~~-~~---~ -· ~ --·-- ··-~ --~-- ~·- -

I?ATJ! 

In the matter between: 

THE SOUTHERN AFRICA LITIGA iiON CeNTRE 

And 

THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE AND 

CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF JUSTICE 

~c -·M.J 

Case Number: 277 40/2015 

APPL.ICANT 

1 sr RESPONDENT 
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AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

THE MINISTER OF POLICI; 

THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICe 

THE MINISTER OF INTERNATIONAl 

REI..A TIONS AND COOPERATION 

THE OIRECTOR"GEN~RAL OF INTERNATIONAL 

RELATIONS AND COOPERATION 

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS 

THE DIRECTOR"GENERAL OF HOME 

AFFAIRS 

THE NATIONAL COMMISIONeR OF THI; 

SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE: SERVICE 

THE. NATIONAL OIRECTQR OF 

PUBliC PROSl!CUTIONS 

THE HSAO OFTHI; OIRECTORATe FOR. 

PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATION 

THE DIRECTOR OF THE PRIORiTY CRIMES 

INVESTIGATION UNIT 

~ c .. lyt.-

2N° RESPONDENT 

3Ro RESPONDENT 

4TH RESPONDENT 

5TH RESPONDENT 

eTH RESPOND~NT 

7TH R!=SPONDENT 

arH R~SPONOf;NT 

gTH RESPONDENT 

10TH Rt;SPONDI;NT 

11r"~ RESPONDENT 

12TH Rt;SPONOENT 



The CQU.rt 

lntrgductlpl1 
. ,;:;, ' / . - ; . . · '· 

Thit; m?ttter involves, f.~ oon~id.eratlqn of tne, dtJties and qbligation~ of South 

Afriea in the c;ontext of th~ lmP.Iementa.tion of the Rqme Stc;1tute of the 
I i • • 

tnterne1tiona/ Criminal Co~rt Act, Ar:t 27 qf 2002 (''~h~ lmplementatipn Aqt'). 

Dir~ctly pc,>sed, the question ia whether~ C~l;lin~t Reeolutlon coupled. with a 

Ministerial Noti9e ar~ cap~bla Qf suspending this ~ountry's duty to arrest a 

heCld of state against whom the International Criminal CQUrt {IGC) has issued 

arrest warrants for war crimes, crimes ag~inst humanity i;tnd genocide. 

:rhe Coyrt Pro~ee~ing_~ . . 

on Monday 16 June 2015 thi$ co!J.rt handed down an order in th~ following 

t~rrns: 

"1. THAT the CQn~uct of thtt Re~pcnd~nts, to ~~ extent that th~y t)ijve ~iled. tQ take 

$teps to arrest ~nd/or q~~in the PrefSident a.f ttl~ R~public of Sudan Omar Ha$~an 

Ahmad AI B~~hir ("Pre~ident Bfl~~!r"}, is incon$istent with the Constltvtion of the 

Republic of South Africa, 1996, and invalid; 

2. THAT to~ R~sponl:1!?nt~ are fort~with compelled to t~k~ all r~at?on(!ble steps to 

prepare to ~rrest President BE!shir without ~ wl:)rrant In terms of section 40 ( 1) (k} 

<;>f the Crimln~l Procedurf; Act, Sl of 1977 and detain him, pending <il formal request 

for his surr~nder from the lnternl;ltional Criminal Court: 
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J, THAT the Appli~nt Is entitled to the costs of the app[lcation on ~ pro-bono 

basis." 

Pursuant to handing down the order referred to above the court undertook to 

provide its reasons for that order. We hand down these reasons in keeping 

with that undertaking. We point out however that subsequent to the handing 

down of the order, we were informed that the President of the Republic of 

Sudan, Omar Has~an Ahm.ad AI Bashir (uPresident Bashir''), the central 

figure in the proceedings, had left South Africa.. Nevertheless, it is our view 

that the order we handed down, as wall as this judgment remain relevant in 

view of the important constitutional and International law principles at stake. 

4. -
The court's order referred to above wa$ actually a ~equel to and a 

continuation of proceedings which had commenced the day befor~, Sunday 

the 14th June 2015. On that dEly the Applicant launched proceedings in the 

urgent court seeking the following prder$: 

"2. Oeel~;:~rlnQ conc:luc~ of thQ Respondents, to th~ extent th~t they hf.lve h,ill(!)d to 

prepare to take ~te,p9 to arre:it ?lnci / or ~'tain the Pr-esident pf The Republic of 

SudfJn Omar Hassan .A.hma.d AI Sashir ("Pre~;ident Bashir~). to be Inconsistent with 

the Constitu~on of the Republie of South Africa, 1~96, a~nd Invalid; 

~mest President l.31i1Shir withQut i.,'l wt;~rrant in terms of section 40 ( l} ( k) ef the 

Crlminsl Procedure Act, 61 "' 1977 anr;f ~etain him, pendinQ a formal r~que4lt for 

nis surrender from the lntQrnation~l Criminal Court: t:llternativety 



4. Compelling the Responqeots forthwith tQ take ~II reasonable steps to 

provisionally arrest Pr~sident B~shlr in term!l 9f the lmJJiflmfll1t~(fqn rJf thll RfPllfl 

Statute tJf f/1(1 lntFJFnlll/t:msl (/rimlllfll ()allrt Act. 21 gf :!(102, 

S. Compelling the Respondents tQ pr~v~mt Pre~iclent Sa.shir from le!ivlni:J the country 

without taking rea.senab!e stepe tQ facilitate hi~ arr~st in terms of clomestic; ~nd 

internationStl law~. 

6. Comp~lling the. Respo.n~ents who pppo~~ t!'te appllaation to pay costs jointly and 

~everally, such cost$ to lnch,J!1e th~ ce>~t$ Qf two CoUI"!!?el.,." 

5. -
On th~t Sunday morning Adv I. E.lll~ who appeared for all th~ Respond~nts, 

laid out the basis of R~spondents' defen~ tQ Fabricius J who waEi oM duty at 

that staQe. The defence propounded was to the effect that the Cabinet had 

taken a decision to grant President Bashir immunity from arrest, and that this 

decision "trumped" the government's duty to arr~st the President on South 

African soil in terms of twa. w~rrants of arrest issued by th~ ICC, and its 

concomitant obligation in term$ of the lmp/ement~tion Aat. Adv Ellis 

requested a three hqvr adjournment to prepare a complete argument. 

Fabricius J granted a three hour adjournment, but issued an interim order that 

in its terms compelled the Respondents to prevent President Bashir from 

leaving the country until a final order W!a3 made in the proceedings. A request 

to lead oral evidence by a law professor to f)Xplain the defencr~ proffered by 

Adv Ellis was dis~llowed. The comt's attitude to this request then was that it 

is for the court to decide what th~ law ia, and that the opinion of a witness is 

in most (but not all) instan~s inadmi~~ible ftVidence. 

e. 
~ 

At about 15:00 on the same qay Adv Mokhari SC appear~d with Adv Ellis and 

instead of arguing the leoal pQint mentioned earlier, request~d time to draft an 

answerin9 affidavit. Such a request is not eas.ily refua~d in urgent proceedings 

depending on the particular facts at issue, Fabriciua J. mindful of the fact that 
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the African Union Summit, which Pr~sident Bij$hir wa.$ attending, would be in 

se$sion for the whole of that day and for the entire day on Monday, granted a 

further adjournment until 11;30 on Monday 15 June 2015, but deemed it 

necessary to make tha following order: 

1. "President Omar AI Bashir of Sudan Is prohibited from le~ving the Repvblic of South 

Afrlpa until a fin~l order is made in this $pplicafion, !ilnd th~ Re$pon(leots ere 

directed to tal<e all necQssary steps to preven~ him from doing so; 

2. The eighth Respom;tent, tl)e Director General of Home Affc:lirs is ordered: 

2.1 to effect seiVice of this ol'd~;tr on the official In c;;harge of each and every 

point of entry Into, and qxit from, the R~public; and 

2.2 once he has done s~. to provide the Applicant with proQf of su<;h sei'VIc;e, 

identifying the name of the person on whom the order wes l$erv~d at each 

point of entry and exit: 

3. the matte.r Is postponed until lt:;JQ Qn Monday tS Jun~ 2015: 

4. the Respc;mdents an~ directed to file any An6wering Affidavits by 09:00 on 15 June 

2015, the Applicant to reply by 10:00." 

The proceedings wer~ adjourned accordin9ly. Due to the importance Qf the 

matter especially having r~gard to South Africa's Constitvtional and 

international IE!)gaJ obligations in respect of interna~lonal crimes that are at 

issue, the Judge Presi(jent of this Divi$ion took a decision that the application 

would continue before a Full Court on Monday, i.e. before three Judges, being 

Mlambo JP, Ledwaba DJP and Fabricius J . The Answering Affidavit was only 

filed t;:tt about 11 :25 instead of 9h00 on Monday 15 June 2015, without any 

explanation being tendered as to why it was late. The lack of an ~xplanation 

for thE;t lateness il? particularly significant a$ the Answering Affidavit only 

consisted of 24 typeq pages, a supporting affidavit of four pages, and printed 

annexures Qf 87 pages. In our experience, ~II of this could easily have been 

~-.. ~ .. c ._ li\-
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proctuced within a few hours. 

8. 
~ 

In view of the late filing of the Answering Affidavit and the need for the court 

and the applicant to peruse it, as well as the necessity to file a reply, if any, 

the proce~dings were adjourned until just before 13h00. When adjournin9 the 

proceedings c:~t 11 h30 and upon resumption thereof the. court specifically 

requested Adv Mokhari SC to provide an indication whether President Bashir 

was still in the country. This was rend~re.d necessary in the light of media 

reports, which we took judicial notice of, that suggested that President Bashir 

w~s either in the process of flyin~ out or had already left this country. Adv 

Mokhari SC, speciflcally disavowing relianGe on media reports, stated that his 

instructions were that Presid~nt Baahir was still in the country. Durin9 the 

entire hearing Adv Makhari SC repeatedly re~assured us that President Bashir 

was still in the country, which fact was necessary for the Court's jurisdiction. 

As it transpired later that day and after we handed down our order, all these 

assurances were not correct as P.resioent Bashir had, most probably left the 

country before argument commenced just before 13h00. We return to this 

aspect later, 

it 
The court concluded hearing argl)men~ just after- 14h30 and hanqed down the 

order referreQ to in para 2 above at about 1 p:OO, It is only th.~n that the court 

was informed by Adv Mokhf!ri 8.0 th@t ~re~ig~nt B.ashir ha{J l~ft; the country. 

This, in our view, is a clear violation of th@ order handed d.own by F~briciu~ J 
on Sunday afternoon, On b~il'lg 9ppri$ed of thl~ §tat€'1 of aff~ir~ the Court 

issued an ord~r that the Minlst~r in the Office. of th~ Pre~idency and the 

Minister qf State Security should file ~n ~fficlavit within sev~n da.ys explaining 

the circumstance$ under which Presid~nt 6ashir man~ged to fly out of this. 

country despite the explicit court ord(;)r prohibiting this, handed down on 

Sunday 14 June referred to in p~n~ 6 abov~. 



1~, 

Th! ~~?atlon ~f t,he .~em.~ . S~t~te, c:»f 1h(J lq~r~~.~ional. Cri.mir;-~!1 ~ctljQ 

An under$tanding of t.he issues involved In thi~ matter ne(fessitates thr;~~ we. 
flr~t speak ~bout the ICC ~nd how Pr~sident B~shir became its fvgitiva. The 

ICC cam~ into being whe.n the $tatvt~ ()fth$ lnt~rnational Criminal Court wa~ 

~dopteq in July 1 f)~8 by a majority of th$ states ~ttendinQ the Rome 

Conf~rence hence the nama -:- Romta Statut~. Th~ as:toption of the ~t~tute a.nd 

creation qf th{i ICC is proparly ~.rtiQ~Jiat~d a.t par~ .40 of the jud9me~t of th~ 

Sup rem$ Cou~ of Appe~l in Nat(o(lal c;ommi$:Jiqner c,f the Soqth African 

Police Service V$. $oufh,rn Afrir;an Human Ri9htli Li~(g~tit;m Centre. ~014 

(2) $A 42 (SCAJ ~$ follows: 

'' [ 40 J The Stat~te of th~ lnterneJtion?~l Crimina. I Cpurt was adopt~d on 17 

July 19 ~ 8 by an pve.rwhelrning majority of ~~ stijt~s attenqing the Rome 

Conf~r-ence. The Conferenc~ was spacifically org~nized to s~cur~ agreement 

on a trf;!atr f"r the es~blishm~nt of a perrmm(?nt int~rn?:ttional crirn!nal 

tribt,mal. After five week~ of int~n:;@. negot!ations, 1 ~o courtrie~ voted tQ 

adopt the treaty. Only ~even co~ntriQ$ vqted against lt. .. , and 21 ab~tain~d. 

1;3y the ~1 December 2000 peedlln~, 13~ states had slQn~d the treaty. The 

tre~ty c~rne into fprce upQn 60 ratifieatioi1S· Sbrty~six co1,mtries ...... six more 

than the threshqld. need~d tQ establish tMe court ..., had ~tlfled the tr~aty by 

11 April 2002 .... To date, the Rome Statut~ has been s.lgned by 13~ states 

and ratified by 117 stales. Of tho4e 117 ~tat~$, a significant proportion ..... 31 .... 

ar~ Afric~n. S9uth Africa !$ a PflliY tp th~ Statvte and hc;~s been a vo((al 

endorser o.f th~ lnt~rniiltion~l Criminal C()urt. One sigl'!lfic~nt ~bsentee 

amongst the retiflcat!Qns is thAt of the United State~. 
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(42] The Rome StatutE;t's structures of international criminal justice are 

grounded in the core principle pf c.omplementarity. The Statute df:vises a 

system of international criminal jus~lce wherein the primary responsibility for 

the Investigation and prosecution of those most responslblf;l for serious 

violatic;ms of int~rnational law reitS with dome$~ic;: jurisdictions. In principle, a 

matter will only be admissible before th~ ICC where the st~te party 

concern~d i~ either unablE! or unwilling to investigate and prosecute, which 

operates sa q~s to ensure 4 re~pe;t for the primary jyri~diction of States' end 

Is ba~ed on 'considerations of effiGieney and ~ffectlvene~s' ... 

11. -
A critical obligation of a state p~rty that §lgned on to end ratifi~<;:l the Rome 

Statute wa$ the domestication of the provision$ of the $tat~te into nationli;\llaw 

to ensure th~t such la.w became e.ompatible, with the l)tatut{3, In the Ga$El of 

South Afri~. ratification of the statute wali itl terms of section 231 of the 

Constitu.tlon of the R~publlc of South Africa, 19C6. It is also in terms of 

that section of th~ Constitytion that South Africa ena.(rt~ the lmplftm~ntation 

Aet through which the lncorpor;a.tion of the Re,>me Statute was accomplished. 

In this regard Article 86 of the Rome Statut~ provides: 

''States Partie~ $hall, ifl ~~cor~ance with th~ provi3iQ!'l~ qf this Statute, 

coop~rate fully with the coyrt (ICC] in it$ inve,t!gation anrj prosecution gf 

crimes within the jurisdiction Qf tha Court." 

In similar vein article 89(1) provid~s: 

'The Cou11 may transmit a request for the a.rrest and surr~n~er of a person, 

together with the ml;lt~rlf#l :;JUf?Pilrtiflg th~ r~quest outl!n~ in artie!~ 91, to any 

Stat~ Qn the territQry of whi~h thijlt pe~on ma.y be fov.n~ and shall re.q~e~t 
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the coopeFation of that Stat13 In the lilrrest and surrender of {)Uctl a person. 

State.s Parties $hi:lll, In ~ccor~anf;t\l witt~ th~ pr.svi$ions of this fi?art ~;md the 

procedure under th~ir ngt!gnal l~w, QQmply with n;~qt,Jests for arre~t ang 

s1,1rremher:" 

lf'l terms of the lmplt~mfint:dion AQt, South African authorities are enjoined to 

cooperate with the ICC, for example, to effect the arrest ~nd provisional arr-e.~t 

of persons s.uspected ~;Jf war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity. 

These crimes h~ve b~en specifically created in the South African context in 

terms of sec;tion 4 of the lmplement;:~tion Act. 

12. 
~ 

During 2009 the ICC issued a warrant for the arrest Qf President Bashir for 

war crimes ~nd crimes against humanity. Thereafter and in 2010 the ICC 

issued a second warrant for the ~rrest of Pre~ident Bashir fer the crime of 

genocide. Both warrants w~rf;) issy~d purst,Jant to the situation in Darfur. In the 

wake of these warrants and relying on Article 59 of the Rome Statute, the ICC 

requested State~ Parties to the Statute Including South Africa to arrest 

President Bashir in the evf;!nt that he came into their jurisdictions. Indeed it is 

common cause that during 2009, President Bashir was invited by South Africa 

to attend the inauguration of President Zurna in South Africa. As a result of 

the 2009 warrant of arre~t is.su~d by the ICC and South Africa's obligation to 

give effect thereto, Sputh Africtan offici~ls confirmed that th~y would arrest 

President Bashir shouiQ he arrive In th~ country. For this reason President 

Bashir declined South Africa's invitation to attend the inauguration. 

13. -
Backgrs>tmsl factu rei_t~tL~s.~~ th~. curiept p.ro.ce~dlngs 

The facts giving rise to the curr~nt proceedings are in large measure found in 

the an$wering affidavit depQ$.ed to by the Director-General: Justice ano 

Constitutional Development who is also the Central Authority as defined in 
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section 1 of th~ lmp/f!#mefJtation Act. She was also authorised by all other 

Respondents to depose to the Answ$ring Affidavit. She. states that on or 

about January 2015, the Republic of South Africa agreed to ho$t an African 

Union ("Al)") Summit durin~ June 201 Q; that in order to facilitate the hosting of 

the AU Summit, the Republic of South Africa was required to enter into an 

agreement with the Commission of the AU, specifically relating to the material 

and technict;JI organi~ation of the meetings ("the host agreement") which was 

concluded on or about 4 June 2015. 

The Director General makes reference to the preamble to the host agreement, 

inter alia, which records: 

{'These Meetings which ~re prQvided for in ttle Constitutive Aet of the Afric~n Union, 

the Rules end p.rocedur~$ of the Assembly, the ~xec.utive Co~ neil and the 

Permanent Representatives' Comrnittee as well as in deeisions. of the African Union 

policy organs will be h~ld In Pretoria, Republic of Soutl1 Africa, from 7 ...... 9 J1.me, 

and from 10.,... 13 June and on 14 - 15 June 2015 In Johannesburg, respectively, at 

the Invitation of the Government; that GiCCordin.gly, the Commission is charged with 

the exclusive respon$ibllity of or~~nl~ing, conducting and managing the Meetings, 

while the Gov~mment will, on ina puJ1, provide all the. necessary f~cilities ancl 

"sslstance to ensure the success and smooth running of the Meetings."; that 

although the preamble to the host agreement contalm~ th~ phrase ''~t the invitatiQA of 

the Governmenf', the Rep~bllc of South Africa was in no marmer whatsoever 

involved or re$pc;>n6ible for ~xtending invitation~ tq any or ~II of the delegate$ or 

attendees of the AU Summit; that the preamble to the ho$t agre~ment c.l~~rly 
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provides that the Commis.$ion of the AU is ch~rQed with the exclusive responsibility 

of organising, conducting f!nd managing ~he. meetinQa. The Oirector General steltes 

in this regard thc;at the Republic of South Africa merely c;tgreed to host the AU 

Summit, whilst the Commission C?f the AU was solely r~sponsible for Inviting all the 

delegates ~nd i;tttendee$ ef the AU Summit''. 

15. ,.....,. 

The Director General prQce~d9 tQ mai<Ei' out tht"t case th~t Article VIII of the 

host ~greement speclfic~lly provides for privilege$ and immuniti~s; that 

Clause 1 of Article VIII recQrds th~t th~ Rtlpublic of South Africa shall accord 

the Members of the Commission and Staff Members, the delegates and other 

representatives of lnter.,Gov~mmental OrQani$ations attending the Meetin;s. 

the privileges and immunitie$ set forth in Section C and 0. Articles V and VI of 

the Gen~ral Conveni.ion on the Privileges and lrnmunitie,s of the Organisation 

of African Unity (''the OAIJ Convention'~) . 

16. -
The Director General then refer$ to Section C. Article V (1) (a) and (g) of the 

OAU Convention, which r~ad$: 

"1. Represen~tives of Member StBte~ to tl'te ~rinclp"l and ~ubsidiary 

of Africen Unity, iUld to conferences oonv~ned ~Y the Org?~nii~tion, 

shall, while exercising their functions emd during their travel tQ and from 

the place of meeting$, be accorded the following privileges and 

Immunities; 

(a) Immunity from P~llORP.l Qrrest or d~tention C!nd from any 

I 
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official interrogation as. well as fn,rn in$p~ction or sel~ure of 

(g) $uch o•h~r privileQes, Immunities and f~cilities not in~onsi~temt 

with the for~Qoing EtS diplomatic ~nvoys enjoy, except that they 

sh~ll have nQ right to ¥11iim ~x~mption from c1,1stoms dvt~es oo 

good$ importe~ { otf1~JWI$e them ~s part of th~ person~l 

b~ggage) Qr frQrn excise dutl~s or sl)lles tax~s," 

The Dir~ctor General Nrther point~ put tnat th~ afor~s~id provisions are 

contained h'l the Vlenn~ Convention em 1Jipl9lflati4 RtiBtiQfJ$, 1961 ('the 

v;enn~ C9tiV~ntion"), which sh~ assert$, h~s the force of l~w in term~ of 

section 2 Qf th~ 0/plomf~tir: Immunities and Privilef!fl11 Act 37 of 20Q1 tthtJ 

DIP/A'); that article 29 of the Vienna QQrw"nticm specifically prQviQ'~s th~t the 

p~rson of a qiplom~tic ag~n~ ~he~ll be inviolabl@, that he &hall not be. lia~le to 

any form of arrest or det~ntion, that the r~c~iving $tate $hall tre~t hirp with 

due respac~ and $hall take all appropriate ~t$.ps to pn~v~nt any attack on his 

p~rsQn, fte~(;lom or clignity; th~t accordingly ~r,d in order ~o give ~ffect tq the 

provision~ of the. host ~greement, the FiftM R~spondent on~ June .2015 and in 
. ' 

term~ of the provisions of !Section 5(3) qf DIP A read with section 431 (4) of the 

Corustitutlon, puplished Article VIII of the host agreement under Government 

Gazette NO 38860 and thereby Incorporated the privile9ee and immunitie~ 

accorded dele~rates ~nd attenqe.es of the AU Summit ae provided for in th~ 

host agreement, ~s domestic law in South Africa. 

Sh~ ccmtinue;s to state that sht;~ we~s aoviaed that the provisions of Articla VIII 
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of the host agreement are specific privileses and immunities extended by the 

AU to all its delegates and attendees of the AU Summit, which the hosting 

country of an AU Summit, tha "epublic of South Africa i11 this instance, is 

required to uphold. She then contend.s that the Court is enjoined to take 

co9ni:z:ance of the fact that the pn;>visiona of the hos.t agreement read with the 

contents of Government Galette No 388E;>O ~re only effective for the duration 

of the AU Summit in South Africa, provide(;t that the host agreement 

specifically provides for its termination two day~ after conclu~ion of the AU 

Summit. She make~ the. point that by necessary implication, the provieions of 

Artie!~ VIII would cea~e to be effective after the e:xpiration pf the aforesaid 

period. 

19. 
~ 

The Director G~Reral $tates further \hat after havh1Q a.gr~ed to host the AU 

Summit during June 2015, the Government of South Africa, throu.gh th~ 

appropri~te diplomatic channels rieeived QP.nfiFrnation from the R~public Qf 

Sudan that Pre$ldent Bast1ir ~Old iUend- the. AU Summit, with ~ com~omitant 

request by that country that Pre.side.flt Ba~hir should be a ranted the neces~ary 

privileges and immunities as provided for in Article VIII of th~ host agreement: 

that the Executive Authority of the Republic of South Africa di~cussed and 

received the ~forE;)saict reque$t by. the Republic qf SLJd~n. 

The Oire.9tor G~n~ral furth~r. ;}t~~~ that ~M~ w~.$ advi$~d th~t thE;' immunitie~ 

and privileges referr~d tQ in ArU~Ie VIII gf the ho~t iQ~emen~ (which sh~ $ay$ 

is law in South Africa) pr@ven~ the Resp~ndeAt& from ~rr~sting PreE?.ident 

Bashir during the d~:Jratlon of th~ AU Summit and an additional two day~ ~fter 

the conclusion of the AU Summit: 

?.1. 
~ 

The Dlr~ctor.-General of the Pr~~ld.~Jilnoy anct ~~t;:r~tary Qf Cabinet, Dr. Ca~~ius 

Reginald l,.ublsi depo~ed to a supporting affidavit stating th~t C~bin~t was 

awe~re of the Invitation frQrn tM~ Afrloan Union tq Prt:#sident Sa~hir tQ att~nd 
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the AU Summit and that th~ Pr~~ld~nt indeed confirmed his. attendance. Or 

Lubisi also confirms that Cabinet was al!ve to the fact that the Republic of 

South Africa is a State Pa.rty to the RQme Statut~ and therefore obliged to 

give effect to any request by the ICC pertaining to a warrant of arrest: that 

C;lccordingly and as a result of th~ two warrants of arrest issued by the ICC 

and the concomitant hosting of the AU Summit, Cabinet deemed it prudent 

and necessary to deliberate and disc.u~$ the issue on whether the Republic of 

South Africa was required to arrest Pre~ident B~shir whilst attending the AU 

Summit; that during early June ~015 Cabinet requested advice from the Chief 

State Law Advi~or and deliberated. on this issue at length; that during the ~aid 

discussions, Cabinet was apprised of the host agreement with the AU 

together with the intention of promulgating Article VIII of the host agreement 

as well as the implications thereof regarding the immunities and privileges 

enjoyed by President Bashir as h~ad of a member state of the AU; that 

Cabinet collectively accepted and decided that the South African Government 

as the hosting country was first ant;i foremost obliged to uphold and protect 

the inviolability of President Ba~hir in accordance with the AU terms and 

conditions and to consequently not arrest him in term~ of the ICC arrest 

warrants whilst r;~tt~mding the AU Summit, and that in addition to the above, 

Cabinet collectively appreciated and acknowledged that the aforesaid 

decision could only apply fQf the duration of the AU Summit. 

22. -
The assertions mf:lde by the Director General and Or Lubisi formed the 

essence of the submissions made on behalf of the Respondents by Adv 

Mokhari SC. The primary basis of the argument being essentially that the 

promulgation of the notice by the 5th Respondent, which embodied the terms 

of the host agreement and which, in its terms, made provision for the 

immunity of heads of AU member states whilst engaged in AU business, 

provided the requisite reprieve to South Africa not to comply with its ICC 

obligations of arresting President Bashir during his attendance of the Summit. 

:S (__' )'Cl, 
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A~elic~n~'s Argu~ent: 

Against this background, and articles 86, 87 (1) and S9 of the Rome Statute, 

Ms Goodman argued that where th~ ICC has made a request for the arrest 

and surrender of a person within a State party's jurisdiction, the State party 

must comply with the request. South Africa, by virtue of its enactment of th~ 

Implementation Act, is bound by each of those obligations- both under 

international law and at the domestic level. She $Ubmitted that in the present 

context South Afrioa P~came liable to arrest and surrender President aashir 

as soon as he entered the country. She. further submitted that the only basl3 

on which the State Respondents .eould avoid their obllg~tion to arrest and 

surrender President Bashir wQuld be if he enjoy~d some kind of diplomatic 

immunity from arrest, or from this Court's jurisdiction. 

ln,tern~~~o~a~ .. l:i?"f!"~ J,he ,~gn~'itu~9~: 

In Glenister v The Preaid3nt Qf thfl Ffepub/ff: of SoiJth Africa and Othera 

2011 (3) SA 347 at p~r. 91, Ngcobo CJenunciated the signifi«;ance of 

International ~aw to the Constitution; 

"Our Constitution r~vQ~;~J~ !!I cle@r d~rmlnEStion tQ ensure that the 

Constitution ~ng South Afrl~n law are interpreted to comply with 

int$rnationiii! l~w, 111 p$.rti&1Jii'-F inte.rn~tional human rights l~!tW.,. These. 

provision$ of our Constitvtton demon$trat~ that ln~ernaticmal law hae a 

special place In QUr li;JW Wtlict} i~ c~r~fully de.fineQ by the ConttitutiQn". 

In South African Human Rights Centre v National Director of Public 

Pro$ec;utions and other$ [2012] 3 All SA 1911 (GNP), (~imbabwe 

decision), this court (per F«itbriclu$ J) found that in line with S.outh Africa's 

duties and obligation~ as a s,ign~tort to th~ Rome Statute but more 

importantly arising from the Implementation Act, the South African Polic~ 

Service was obliged to investigate certain human rights violations committed 

In Zimbabwe. 

6 ... (_ - ·ttt-
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This matter was taken. on !!lPPe~ll but the Suprem~ Court of Appeal, in 

National Commissioner of the South Afri~;an Po.licfJ Service V$ Southern 

Africiifn Hvm.an Righ~ Litiga~iq.n C.~ntre (~ar-~ 10 supra) confirmed the 

finding made by Fabric.ius J. ln a furthe.r appeal t~ the CoRstitutional Court, in 

National Comml&$/rmer of the Sout/1 African Pq/if:e Service v Southem 

African Hum~n Rights ~itigatiofl Cttntre and Another 2014 (12) BCLR 

1428 (CC) th~t court stron9ly as;erted South AfriQa's duties and obligations. 

arising in international law and aspEleia.ily the Rome Statute and the 

Implementation Act. ihe Constitut!Qnal Court said $t par. 23 that the 

legislation must be interpreted purposely in accord~nee with international law 

and referred to s. 231 (4) of the Constitutian which provided for the 

domestication of int~rnational haw through national/egi$l~tion. 

It must be stated at this juncture that the lmp/,mentation Act as mentioned 

earlier is such nationa.l legislation, and the State is bound to implement it. By 

way of its enactment, the l~gislature complied with its obligations as a ~tate 

party to the Rome Statute to take measures at national level and to ensure 

national criminal jurisdiction over the crimes set out in the Rome Statute. This 

is clear from the long title of the Act ~nd th~ preamble also gives good lnsiQht 

into its motivation. Note should also be taken of ss. 3 (a) e~nd (b) which defin&t 

the objects of the Act, which mainly are, in the present context, to ensure that 

anything that is done in terms of this Act conforms with the obligation of the 

Republic in terms of the Statute, The decisions of the SCA (~upra) c;Jt par. 43-

46 and the Constitutional C()urt (supr~) at para 23 are binding legal authority 

th?~t must be followed when considering disputes regarding the duties of this 

country arising from international law. 

27. -
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The Constitutional Court decision ;;JPtl..'ally di~pels any dc;>ubt about the duties 

of South Africa in line with the lmplement~ti(,m Act. Crime$ ~gainst humanity 

are referred to in Part 2 of Sc.hedule 1 of the lmpleme.nt~ticm Act and include 

those referred to in the first warrant of arrest is~!l~d against Pre$ident B~$hir. 

Another case in point on South Africa·~ duties in terms 9f and arising from 

lnternation~llc:tw isS v Okah 2013 JDR ()219 (GSJ), In that matt~r a Nigerian 

national resid~nt in South Africa was convicted on 13 counts of te.rrori~t acts 

committed in Warri and Ab~;jt,~ Nigeria by the Gauteng L,ocal Division of the 

High Court. The pro.seoution wa.~ based on the Prot~QUon 9f C(m$tltuti9na/ 

Dem9cracy against Terf'C!.ritd and R'latfld At;tivlties Act 33 of 2004. This 

Act had domesticated t;l number of int~rm~tional instruments and a Secyrity 

Council resolution aimed at combating, prosecuting ii,~nd punishing acts of 

international t~rrori~m . The Squth African s~crurity agencies and pr9secut!on 

authoriti~s had clearly c:Jct~d in keeping with South Africa's duties in terms of 

intern~tional instru.ments In which th~ 9Qt.mtry wa$ a party. 

28 . ..,._,., 

((laims to immunjty: 
I ·1- , · f ! . - . . 

Diplomatic immunity i$ governed, a~S mentioned by the Oirec.tpr Gener:;ll of 

Justi~ and Constitutional Development earlier, unct~r ~outh Afric~n law, by 

the f)'plomatir; Immunities l!nd Privileges A(;t 37 qf 2001 (lrnmuniti" 

Act); 

28.1 Section 2 of the lmmu~iti~e Act r~tlflos ~nd (:lomeS.ticates the 1946 anc1 

1947 United N$ti9ns Convention~ Qt1 Privi!eges a.nc:i Jmmuniti~s. ~nd 

the 196.1 ang 1963 ViE!!nna Convention$ Qn Consular ar~d Oiplom~tio. 

Immunity. The former cqnfer immunity t;lroaqly on Vnit~?d Nations staff 

and officials, ~n~ ~xperts or org~niJation$ acting on their behalf~ The 

latt.;:r conf~r immunity on COflSUiatea a.11d their stf.lff, and diplomatic 

mission$ c;!lnd their staff. 

28.2 $E)ction 4 of the lmmuniti~s AQt; recog11i~~s th~t h~~ds of $b;\te a.r'

immune from civil r;Jnd criminal jurisdiction to th~ e~tent affor~ed tQ 

them under qustomary lnternijtional lf}w, or a~ agre~d to pe.tween 
So!Jth Afric~ and the relevant State p$rty, or S\S an~ confE;)rred Ol') them 
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by the Minister of International Relations. 

28.3 The remaining sections of th~ Act afford the Minister of International 

Relations and Cooperation disorati~n to oonfer immunity and privileges 

on various categories of people. 

28.4 The Immunities Act does not domestic~te the General Convention on 

the Privileges and lmm1.1niti1.3s of the OAU (the OAU Convention). It is 

therefore not binding in South Africa, and the structures, st~ff and 

personnel ~f thc;i AU o.onseq~ently do nQt aytomatically enjoy privileges 

and immunity in SQuth Africa. 

28.5 How~v~r. actin~ in t$rms of s S. (~) of the lmmunitiE?$ Act. the Minister 

has a.greed with th~ African Union eornml~sion on M~terial and 

T~chnleal Organisation (the AU eQmfl1iS$iOn) to gr~nt privileges and 

immunity to "Members of the CommiG$iQn and tile Staff Members, 

(an~) the delegates and. other repre~entative.s of lnter-Governm~nt~l 

Organi~ations'' attending tMe pre~u~nt African Union Summit That 

agreement was publi&Meq in the Government G.azette ·on 5 Jtme 2016 

- just twe dayS. before the fif$t AI.) mee.tin9.s wen~ due to ~Qmman~ 

Cthe June ~greement'l 

28 .. 6 The only grounds on which President S~shir eould conceivably be 

a.lleged to enjoy immunity would be ~s a her)d of state o.r in terms of tMe 

Jun~ ?.lgreemellt. aut in f~ct, neither basi;:; ~onf~rs immu.nity Qll him. 

Signific~ntly hQwever the notice. promulgated by the 5th R~$pendent 

makes no reference to $$Ctior1 4 cf tM~ Immunities Act. 

28.7 The June agreement dois not c"nfar imm~nity on he~ds of state. 

Pr~sident Bashir could thU$ only Ql~im h~~d of ~tat'i! immunity baseq 

on c.ustomary int~rna.tiQn~ll~w. 

28.8 However, the Rome StatlJt~ expr~GS.Iy pr~v!deQ th~t heads qf stat~ gQ 

no.t enjoy immunity wndt;Jr its term~, 8imiiEJr provisionfi are expr~s.§IY 

included in th~ lmplem~nt~tion Act. It means th;at the immunity that 

might otherwise hr:.w0 att~ched to President Basoir ~s head qf state h~ 

excluded or waived in re~pe.ct of crimes gnd obliaations ~nder the 

Rome Statute. 

28.9 Indeed, the Pre.-Trial Ch~mb~r of the ICC has ~xpr~ssly confirmed that 

"the immunities granted to President Bashir under international law 
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and attached to his pm~lticm as Heacf of State have been implicitly 

waived by the Security Council", anq that South Africa is consequently 

under an obligation to arre!?t and $Urrender him. 

28.10 Clearly and as submitted by Adv Goedman, the provisions of the June 

agreement do not confer any immunities or privileges on President 

Bashir: 

28.10.1 On its t~rms, that agreement confers imml!nity on members 

and staff of the AU Commission, and on delegates and 

r~presentatives of lnter~Governmental Organisations. It 

does not confer immunity on Member Stat~s or their 

repr~sentatives or delegates. 

28.10.2 Congruent with that, the June agreement was concluded under 

s 5 (3) of the Immunities Act, which provides: 

28.10.3 

''(3) Any organisation recognised by the Minister for 

purposes of this $ection and any official of such 

organisation enjoy such privileges ;and immunities as may 

be provided for in any agreement entered into with such 

organisation or as may be conferred on them by virtue of 

section 7 (2) .11 

The provision only deals with the conferral of immunity 

and privileges on an or~t;~ni!;ation, which is defined in$. 1 

of the Immunities Act a$ "an intergovernmental 

or9anisa.tion of which two or more st~tes or governments 

are memberft and which the Minister has recognised for 

the purposes of this Act". It does not deaf with, or confer a 

power to grant immunity on, a head of state, envoy or 

other represent~tlve. 

28.11 It follows that the June agreement also does not confer Immunity on 

President Bashir, and cannot serve to exclude this Court's jurisdiction. 

28.12 The Immunities Act, at its highest, confers discretion on the Minister to 

grant immunities and privileges on persons of her choosing. But she 

mu~t exercise that discretion lawfully, in accordance with South Africa's 

domestic and international law obligations. She cannot lawfully 

exerci~e the discretion where the effect will be to prevent the arrest and 
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surrender of a person subject to an ICC warrant and request for 

surrender. 

28.13 Nor can the State Respc;mdents rely o.n the African Union's Conve.ntion 

or decisions to defend the validity of the June agreement. Neither of 

them can trump South Africa's obligations under the Implementation 

Act and the Rome Statute, fQr the following reasons: 

28..13.1 The Rome Statute giv~s effect to international 

human right$ law Qnd enables the pro!;Secution of 

cuatomary inte.rn~tional law crime$. A$ !s.UGh, its 

provisit7>ns enjoy pre,.eminence In our con~titutional 

regi111e. MQr~over, it has been domestically 

ensct~d. Its binding $tatus is clear. 

28,13.2 

2l3.13.3 

By contrast, th~ OAU Convention has not been 

domestically enacted. Despite the Immunities Aot 

havinQ been passed after th~ adoption of the OAU 

Convention. it wa~ not ratified. That represents a 
clear choice t:lY the Legi~lature not to cenfe.r 

blflnket Immunity oR AU bodies, meetingS. ~and 

official& that att~nd the.m. 
pacisio!'l§ of th~ Afri!}an UniQn ~lso cannot tr\.lmp 

South AfriGS'~ oiJiiQ~tiQns under the Rome. Statute. 

That ~~ bec~LJt?tJ th~ir statu$ in d.om~it.ic law ie 

persua~iv~, at be.~t, 

29. ,_..... 

The Governnwnt Not.i® gf 6 J;.tR~ gQ15 la$.Ued b¥ the Fifth RE:H?PQI1d.~nt in 

Ga~eUe No. 36860 reads iiS fQIIOW$: 

In acqqrd~ncf! with the pow~r~ ve~Jt~~ in me by section S ( 3) of the 

diplomatic lrnrm.J!lit!~s ~n~ Privileg~s Act, 2001 (Act NQ. 37 of ~OQl), I 

l 



hereby recegni~e the ~Agreement between the Republic of South Africa and 

the Commis~ion of the African Union on th~ Material and Technical 

Qrganl~ation of the Meetings of the 30th Ordinary Se$sion of the Permanent 

Representatives Committ~ from 7 to 9 .Jvne 2015; the 27th Ordinary 

Session of the Exec.utive Council from 10 tc;» 1 ~ June 2015 and the 25th 

Ordinary $es~ion onhe Asst;'!mbly on 14 to 15 June 2015 in Pretoria (7 and 

8 June 2015) find Johann~aburg (10 tQ 15 Jun~ 2015), Rept,~b!ie of South 

Africa~ for the purposes. of g~nting tnt immunities and privileges as provided 

for in the Agreement betweEjln the Government gf the Republic of South 

Africa and the Commission of the African Union as set out in the Notice." 

It was issued In terms of the provisions of s 5 (3) of the Immunities Act. It 

"recognizes" the mentioned Agreement between the Republic and the 

"Commis~ion of the Afrlcc:m Union on the Material ;.1nd Technical Organization 

of the Meetings ... " 

Section 5 of the lmmunitle$ Act reads as follows: 

"lmm~nities and privileges of United Nations, specl~;~lise«;; agencies and other 

internatlonal organisQtil;)ns 

( 1) The Convention on the PrivileQes end Immunities of the United 

Nations, 1946, applies to the United Nation;; and its officials in the 

Republie. 

(') The Convention on the Privilege~ and Immunities of the Specialis~d 

Agencies, 1947, ~pplies to any specialised ~9ency and it$ officials In 

the Republic. 



( 3 ) Any orga.niza.tion reqo~nised by th~ Minister for lh~ purposes of this 

section and a.ny officl~l of SL!Ch organi~atlon enjoy such p~vllege$ Cillld 

immunities as may be providtld for in any agre~ment entered into with 

~uc;h orQanj;;ation Pr as may be conferred on them by virtue of 

30. --
It i~ clear that neither the Minute, nor: s 9 (3) refers tc:> a Head Qf State. Nor 
does Article VIII of $~id Agreem~nt which per elaus~ 1 rl9aQs as follows; 

"The Government shall accord ttl~ Memb«itrs of the Commlssiotl a.nd Staff 

Members, th~ deteqates end the repr-esen~tive~ Qf lnter~aovemm~ntal 

in S~ctiqn$ C anq 0, Artlclws V end VI of the General Convention Qn the 

PrivilegeS. and tmmunitie$ of ttl~ OAU,!! 

Th~ Agre~lf.)ant i$ Qetwe~n the R~publie ~nd tn~ AU Cqmmis.sion and this is 

recognised by the aaid Minute o.f ~June 2015. ArtiPle VII! doe$ l'lQt refer to a 

He"'d of St~t~ bu~ to MemPare of the C9mmis~ir:m and, other lntf;lr .. 

Governmental Qrgafll~~tions. It is al~o clear from th~ Pr~amble to the 

Agreem~nt that the Commi&~ip.n i~ charg~d with ~he exclu1aive r~spon.$!bility of 

organi~ing, condueting and rn~n;:~Qing the me~ting~. No head of ~hate has this 

responsibility and no s~ch $Ubmissipn WClS adv~nre.d b~for~ us. Fufihermor~, 

whilst th" Fifth Re$pondent relied oR s ~ (3) Qf the lmrnt,.mlti~s Act and issued 

the Minute in t~tms thereof, it is cle~r that s 4 of that Act specific~lly deals with 

'lmmunltie~ ~nd Privileges tlf h~ii~~ (';)f ~~~te, spettial ~fiYQY$ and c~ftain 

representative$. It fia,td$ as follpws: 

''lmml,lnjti~s ~nd privii~Qe$ Qf h~eds of ~tate1 $.p~cial envoys a'!nd certain 

repres~nt4!1tlv~s 

I 
~ 



(1) A he d f t t · I ' . i ·n I d · i ·1 ·u ·d· ... f t"' . iL. Q s..a ~ ts mmune ,rQm gr m1 . ~ 1;1n _ c.v1 J ... n~:u~ •• on o .ue 

(e) H~ads of ~t!=lte ~n,fPY In ac~ord~nce with th~ rul~s of 

(2) A sp~c:ial en¥9Y qr. r~prJ)s~ntf.!tiv.s frorn cmother S.f~te, gava.mm~nt or 

organi~ation i~ im!llune frQro ttt~ ~min~l ~nd <;ivil juri~QI~tion of the 

(b) Are provided for in any agree.ment entered into with a state, 

governmeRt or ~rgepls~tioo whereby immvnitles anq privileges 

etre conferred upon such sp~~lal envqy or repr~S~Ilk.ltive; or 

(c) Me.~y be c~nferr!l!d on him or her by virt!.l~ of $ect!9!1 7 (~) . 

( 3 ) The MinisteF m\Jst by notice In the Gazette reoognize a ~pacial envQy 

or representative for the purposes C,lf supse~tiQn (2) . 

It cannot pe argued th~t SectioA 5 ~PPiifi$ tQ a. He~d of SUite ~woordin9 to the 

basic principles of interpre.tation nor cans. 4 (1} (c;s) be used to confer immunity 
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on the President, as he do~s not enjoy immunity in accordance with the rules 

of customary international law. We have already pointed out above that the 5th 

Respondent did not rely on this section in any way in her notice. 

31. -
The Respondents' reliance on the.se documents is therefore ill-advised and ill

founded. They could not possibly ''trump" the international agreement, the 

Rome Statute i.e, and the subsequent Implementation Act. In any event the 

Implementation Act enjoys legislative authority, having passed through 

Parliament, and it cannot be displaced by a notice promulgated by a Minister 

nor by ~ Cabinet decision. Finally, the decision of the ICC Pre Trial Chamber 

On the Cooperation of the Democratic Republic of the Congo regarding 

Omar AI Bashirs arrest and Sl.lmmd~r to the Court No ICC 02/05-01109 

dated 9 April 2014 bears rnentiqn. The fa~s in that matt~r bear a striking 

resemblance to the facts in the matter we are d~aling with. In that matter 

President Bashlr had attended a Common Mark~t for Eastern and Southern 

Africa (COMESA) meeting hosted by the Democratic Republic of the Congo 

(ORC) in Kinshasa. The ICC had is~ued a request to the PRC as a signatory 

to the Rome Statute to arn~st Pre~ident Bashir. This did not happen EJS the 

DRC stated that as a signatory to the Rome Statute on the one hand and a 

member of the AU on the other. it had been placed in a difficult situation and 

that time constraints rendered it m~terially impossible to take a decision to 

arre$t the President especi~lly consid~ring that the President had left the 

country early in the morning. The DRC had also contended that President 

Bashir enjoyed certain immunities as a result of his position as Head of a 

Member State of the AU anci further that the AU had decided on 12 October 

2013 that no ~erving Head of State or Government shall be required to appear 

before any international court or tribunal during their term of office. 

The DRC had further argued that the reque$t to arrest and surrender 
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Pr~sident Bashir became inconsistent with ita obligation to respect the 

immunities att~ched to his position a$ Head of State. The ICC jettisoned this 

argument on the basis of article 27(2) as providing an exception to the 

personal immunities of Heads of Stete and that s~ch immunities did not bar 

the Court from exercising jurisdicth:m over such He~;~d of State.. As to the 

alleged difficulty ~rising because of thl;l Co1,1rt's assertion of jurisdiction on the 

one hand and the AU'$ stance an th~ other, the Court referred to Security 

Council ResolutiQn 1593 (2005) as well articles 25 and 103 of the UN Charter, 

The es$ence 9f the&e provisions boils down t@ the fact that Members of th~ 

UN agree to accept and carry out the decisions of t~e Security CounGil. 

Further that in the event of a conflict in th~ Qbligations of members of the UN 

under the UN Charter and their Gbllgatioru; under any other international 

agreement their obliQations under the Charter wQuld prevail. For these 

reasons the ICC Pr~ Trial Chamber 9ismissed the ORCs reasons for f~iling to 

arrest President Bashir. Th~ tneluc.t?.bl~ conqlusion borne out by this ruling is 

that the Respondents' argum~nt baied or~ lmmurtltle§ provided fQr in the ho~t 
a~reement and on AU membership ~re mis~uided, 

33 . .,....._ 

One last important aspect ~f)serv~$ mention: The Respcmd~nts' argum~nt 

wa.s solely founded on the releva11t St~tlltes and legisle~tive documents. 

Neither in the Answe.ring Affida.vitfi nor during a.rg~ment, wa~ ~ny questiQn of 

necessity rE;Ji$ed, nam~ly that th~ govemm~nl of $Quth Afrioa was juatifie~ in 

di~obeying the ord~r of 14 June ~015, or ignoring its dome$tiq an.q 

international. oblig~tion& in t~r:mtt of the Implementation Aeft, in order tg 

preserve internation~l rel~tiona., Qf rejQ~on~ ~~tween AU members, H~ving 

regard to the principle of ~eparatiQt~ of powers between the ex~cl.ltiv~, 

legislative q~nd judicial an.nt? of th~ State, it is in ~ny event cle~r thf;lt t~is Court 

would not have conceme.ct itself with poliQy d~Ci$ions which in their nratyr~ f~ll 

outside our ambit, A$ a court we ~rt;; Q-9ncerned with th~ integrity of the rul~ of 
l~w and the ~d.mini$tration of justio~. 

See: National Treasury V$ Oppo$itlcp to Urban TQ/Iing Alli~mf;~ 2()1g (6) 
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SA 223 CC at Plfl~ 63 !!' ~7. 

34~ 

We are further impelled to state that~$ ~ court of law we are obviously the 

wrong forum for the ventll~tion of regional ~nd international policy 

considerations, which as Wf# say abovf!, were not v~ntilat~d b~fore us. We 

however find it prudent to invite th~ ICC to take c;ognieance of the issU.es that 

arise in this matter. AFP we aemonstr~te in this judgement Sou~h Africa is not 

the only Rome statute signatory that ha$ failed to carry out its duties in t~rms 

of that statute when it could have done $0 based on a conflict betw~en its 

regional affiliation on the one hand and Its broader international obligations on 

the other. 

~ 
For all the aforegoing reasons the order was granted on 15 JunE;) 2015, with 

all members of the Full Cou.rt agreeing, 

The ~epa.rture of Presiden~. ~~~hi~ ~es,QIW '\ln,order erqhibili~$1- this. 

We dealt with the departure of President Bashir earlier in the face of an order 

of this court handed down on Sunday 14 June 2015 which prohlt)ited $uch 

departure. Perhap~ the question$ that can be asked about the appS~rent non~ 

compliance with this oourt's explicit order of Sunday 14 June are: 

36.1 how was it poJ>sible that President Bashir would, with his whole 

entour~ge, travel frQm Sandton to Waterkloof Airbase, without any of 

the Respondents' knowledge? 

36.2 how was it possible th~t the S1.1danese plane would take off from 

the airbase without the Respondents knowing wh~ther the President 

was on board or not? 

~- C. '-~~ 

I 
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36.3 how would that plane be able to land in Sudan by late afternoon 

if it !'lad nqt departed at a~out noon that ~arne qay? 

37. 
""'"':"" 

The answers f?~Jgge~t th~m~~lves, and without intending to pr~~empt the 

proceedings th~t may follow once th~ affidavit this court ha$ order~d is 

received, it is nece~sary, in the int~re.sts of jus;tice ~nd tne rul~ of law to say 

the foiiQwing: 

37.1. 
~ 

The Respondents are quite aware of the prqvh?ion~ of ss 1 and 2 of the 

Constitution whioh qeclare th~t ~he State i$ founded on th~ suprem~cy of the 

Constitution and the rul~ qf law~ They are also aw~are ~f th~ con!?titutional 

enjoinder that int~rnationc;1l agreements bind th~ Republic, espe9ially tho:se 

that hav~ been ratified (s. 231). They are obviously· bound to comply with 

domestic legislatic;m and obvioiJsly th• lmplf!m~ntation Act. Th~Y must a.l~o be 

~ware of e. 165 of the. Constit~iQn, which reads a!'S follow$; 

"165 Judh::ial Authority 

( 1) The judic:lel f.!Uthorlty qf t.he R'p.IJblle. Is. vestfid in the CQIJrt~. 

(2} The courts i;lre. lnde~9ndent ~l'!d ~ubject pnly tQ th$ Cc;mstituti<m f.lrtd 

the law, Whi~h they ll'IU.~t ~pply imparti~lly and WithOUt f~ar, mVQIJr Qf. 

C<?UrtS, 

( 4} Organ~ of state, through logisl~tiva ~nd othe.r mea!SufetS, must a$sist 
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and protect the courts to ensure the independence, imparth:dlty, 

37.2. 
~ 

At this stage,. on a eommon ~~rt~e @ppr0'4(.::h, there are clear indication~ that 

the order of Sund~y 14 Jyne ~01 ~ was. not eomp!led with. It is in this reason 

that we are moved tQ statQ th~t: 

A q~mqoratie Statfi! based ~m tn~ rul@ of law ca,nnot eJ<ist or function, if tt:le 

government ignores its constitution~! obli(:Jations and faUs to abide by Court 

or-ders. A Col!rt is the guardian ef jcJ~tice., the corn.ar ... stone of a democratic 

eystem b~eed on the rule of law. !f the State, an organ of State or State official 

does not abide by Col,H1 ~rders, the democratic et;iifiQe. will crumble etone~by .. 

$tone until it collillpses ~nd ohaos ensues. 

In the context of ~. 165 of the Constitution qf South Africa, the Constitutional -Court has also ~QI'lfirmed that prine.i~les of the rule of law are indi$pem~ible 

cornerstt)nes 9f our eQnstitutlpnal democr~acy, 

See: Justice Alliant;fl of $ol)th AfrltJil v T/1~ P~ld~nt of thtJ Rtpl.!blic of 

South Africa 2011 (5) SA 3BB at par. 40, The emphasis mu~t be on 

''indispensible". Where the rule of law is undermined by Government it is often 

done gradu;JIIy an<;J syrreptiijou~ly, Where this ooctJrs in Court proceedings, 

th~ Court must fearles&ly addr~al} this· through Its jUdgments, ~hd. not hesitate 

to keep the ex0e.uttve within the law, failing whie<h it would not h~ve complied 

with its constitutional obligations to administ~r justice ~o all per~ons alike 

without fear, favour or pr~Judi~e. 
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We stated earlier that the depart1,1re of Pr~siE:tent aashir form this country 

before the finalisation of this application and in the full awareness of th~ 

explicit order of Sunday 14 Jun' 2015, objectively viewed, demonstrates non .. 

compliance with that order. For this reason we also find it prudent to invite the 

NDPP to consider whf;lther criminal proceedings are appropriate. 

JUDGE D MLAM · 0 
JUOGE PRESIDENT OF THE GAUTSNG OIVI$10N OF THE HIGH COURT, 

PRETORIA 

JUDG P.LEOVVABA 
DEPUTY JUDGE: PRESIDENT OF THE GAUTENG DIVIS! N OF THE HIGH 

COURT, PRETORIA 

JUDGE H. J. FABRICIUS 
JUOGE OF THE GAUTENG DIVISION OF THE HIGH COURT, PRETORIA 

Case number: 277 40/15 

Counsel for the Applicant Adv I. Goodman 

Instructed by: Webber Wentzel Inc Johannesburg 

Counsel for the Respondents: 

Instructed by: The State Attorney 

-c-:> c... --'~-

Adv I. Ellis on 14 June 2015 

Adv Mokhari SC on 15 June 2015 

with Adv I. Ellis 
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Date of Hearing: 14-15 June 2016 

Date of Judgment; 23 June 2015 at 11:30 
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CASE NO: 277 40/15 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 
GAUTENG DIVISION, PRETORIA 

PRETORIA 15 JUNE 2015 

BEFORE THE HONOURABLE MR JUSTICES MLAMBO JP, LEDWABA DJP AND 
FABRICIUS J 

In the matter between: 

THE SOUTHERN AFRICA LITIGATION CENTRE 

And 

THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF JUSTICE 
AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

THE MINISTER OF SAFETY AND SECURITY 

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF 
SAFETY AND SECURITY 

THE MINISTER OF INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS AND COOPERATION 

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS AND COOPERATION 

THE NATIONAL COMMISSIONER OF THE 
SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE 

THE NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC 
PROSECUTIONS 

THE HEAD OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR 
PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATIONS 

THE DIRECTOR OF THE PRIORITY CRIMES 
LITIGATION UNIT 

APPLICANT 

1sT RESPONDENT 

2ND RESPONDENT 

3RD RESPONDENT 

4TH RESPONDENT 

5TH RESPONDENT 

6TH RESPONDENT 

7TH RESPONDENT 

8TH RESPONDENT 

gTH RESPONDENT 

10TH RESPONDENT 
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HAVING HEARD counsel(s) for the party(ies) and having read the documents filed of 
record 

IT IS DECLARED AND ORDERED: 

1. THAT the conduct of the Respondents, to the extent that they have failed to take 

steps to arrest and/or detain the President of the Republic of Sudan Omar Hassan 

Ahmad AI Bashir ("President Bashir"), is inconsistent with the Constitution of the 

Republic of South Africa, 1996, and invalid; 

2. THAT the Respondents are forthwith compelled to take all reasonable steps to 

prepare to arrest President Bashir without a warrant in terms of section 40 (1) (k) of 

the Criminal Procedure Act, 51 of 1977 and detain him, pending a formal request 

for his surrender from the International Criminal Court; 

3. THAT the Applicant is entitled to the costs of the application on a pro-bono basis. 

BY THE COURT 

REGISTRAR 



MINISTER OF JUSTICE AND CONSTITUTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF JUSTICE AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

MINISTER OF POLICE 

COMMISSIONER OF POLICE 

MINISTER OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
AND COOPERATION 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS AND COOPERATION 

MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF HOME AFFAIRS 

NATIONAL COMMISSIONER OF THE SOUTH 
AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE 

NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS 

HEAD OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY 
CRIMES INVESTIGATION 

DIRECTOR OF THE PRIORITY CRIMES 
INVESTIGATION UNIT 

and 

SOUTHERN AFRICAN LITiGATION CENTRE 

Case no 27740/2015 

First applicant 

Second applicant 

Third applicant 

Fourth applicant 

Fifth applicant 

Sixth applicant 

Seventh applicant 

Eighth applicant 

Ninth applicant 

Tenth applicant 

Eleventh applicant 

Twelfth applicant 

Respondent 

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL 

~ c· . 'M.\ ~~=>- . . I 
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TAKE NOTICE that the applicants (the first to twelfth respondents in the original 

application) intend to apply for leave to appeal against the whole of the judgment and all of 

the orders granted by the Full Bench of this Court (comprising Judge President Mlambo, 

Deputy Judge President Ledwaba and Mr Justice Fabricius, sitting as a court of first instance) 

on 24 June 2015. 

TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that the application will be made on a date and at a time to be 

arranged in conjunction with the Registrar and the attorneys for the respondent. 

THE APPLICATION is based on the ground that there is a reasonable prospect that another 

court may reach a different conclusion, for any one or more of the following reasons: 

1. The Court erred and misdirected itself in formulating the question for consideration. 

It is not "whether a Cabinet Resolution coupled with a Ministerial Notice are capable 

of suspending this country's duty to arrest a head of State" (para 1 of the judgment). 

It is whether a duty to arrest a serving head of State exists under South African law; 

and, if so, whether any countervailing duties exist, and how any mutually-inconsistent 

legal duties are to be resolved. 

2. The Court erred and misdirected itself in ordering the arrest of a serving head of 

another State (para 2.2 of the judgment). The Court should have held that: 

2.1 Sections 4(1) and 6 of the Diplomatic Immunities and Privileges Act 37 

of 2001 ("the Immw1ities Act") precludes this relief, and that there is no 

provision in the Implementation of the Rome Statute of the International 
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Criminal Court Act 27 of 2002 ("the Implementation Act") which imposes a 

legal duty to act contrary to these sections. 

2.2 Alternatively to para 2.1 above, the Court should have held that: 

2.2.1 the notice published by the Minister in Goverrunent Gazette no 38860 

("the ministerial notice") in terms of section 5(3) of the Immunities 

Act constituted an executive decision under the Immunities Act to 

confer certain privileges and immunities on persons who fell within the 

ambit of that notice; 

2.2.2 the decision by the Minister was not impugned by the respondent and 

continued to have legal effect and legal consequences; 

2.2.3 to the extent that the decision was not set aside by a court of law, it 

precluded the relief sought by the respondent given that 

2.2.3.1 the decision conferred immunity and privileges on 

delegates attending the AU Summit; and 

2.2.3.2 President Bashir was such a delegate. 

3. The Court consequentially erred in granting the application and making a costs award 

in favour of the respondent (para 2.3 of the judgment). The Court should have 

dismissed the application and made no costs order. 

4. The Court erred in construing the Implementation Act as enjoining, without 

qualification, South African authorities to cooperate with the ICC to effect the arrest 

of a person (para 11 of the judgment). The Court should have held that immunity 

(either ratione personae or otherwise granted under domestic law) precludes the 

endorsement and execution of a warrant. 
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5. The Court's recorda! of the Director-General of Justice and Constitutional 

Development as having been advised that the Host Agreement enjoyed legal status in 

South Africa and that Article VIII of this agreement precluded the arrest (para 20 of 

the judgment) is inconsistent with the Court's formulation of the question for 

consideration (as regards which see para 1 above). Having accepted that the 

answering affidavit constitutes the proper departure point for a judicial evaluation of 

the current proceedings (para 13 of the judgment), the Court should have held that the 

question for consideration was not whether a Cabinet resolution or ministerial notice 

could trump law, but whether the ministerial notice, published under the Inununities 

Act, was legally valid and had legal consequences until set aside by a Court of law. 

Alternatively whether the effect the notice intended to create (immunity for a head of 

State) was otherwise conferred by law. The Court should have answered these 

questions by applying section 4(1), section 5(3) and section 6(1) of the Immunities 

Act in favour of the applicants. 

6. Whether President Bashir "enjoyed some kind of diplomatic immunity from arrest, or 

from this Court' s jurisdiction" was, the Court recorded (para 23 of the judgment), 

material to the respondent's argument. This is because the respondent conceded that 

no obligation to arrest existed in such circumstances. The Court erred by failing to 

give proper consideration to the effect of this concession. Had it done so, the Court 

should have held that even if section 5 of the Immunities Act was not properly 

invoked, section 4 of the same Act nonetheless confers immunity on a serving head of 

State. The Court should accordingly have held that section 4 of the Immunities Act 

suspends any duty to arrest, that section 15 of the Immunities Act indeed criminalises 

~ .. C.:. .. ~\ ....,..--J . 
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arresting a serving head of State, and that the applicants are thus precluded from 

arresting a serving head of State. This legal position operates as a matter of national 

law and is reinforced by intemational law, the Court should have held. The Court 

should further have held in this context that because articles 86 and 89 of the Rome 

Statute are internally qualified (rendering them subject to other provisions of the 

Statute or to Part 9 of the Statute, respectively), a request by the ICC which would 

require South Africa to act inconsistently with the immunity of Sudan's President may 

not be made by the ICC "unless the [ICC] can first obtain the cooperation of (Sudan] 

for the waiver of the immunity" (article 98(1) of the Rome Statute). 

7. The Court erred by failing to interpret the Implementation Act "in accordance with 

international law", as it correctly held the Constitutional Court' s judgment in National 

Commissioner of the South African Police Service v Southern African Human Rights 

Litigation Centre requires (para 25 of the judgment). International law recognises the 

inviolability of serving heads of State, and the Court should have given effect to this 

recognition. 

8. The Court erred by effectively equating jurisdiction and the duty to arrest (para 27 of 

the judgment). The Court should have held that the former is a necessary requirement 

for the latter, but not a sufficient requirement, in that immunity ratione personae 

excludes both the power and the duty to arrest. The Court further erred by invoking 

as authority for its ruling the judgments in National Commissioner of the South 

African Police Service v Southern African Human Rights Litigation Centre and S v 

Okah when neither judgment deals with the immunity of a head of State. Had the 
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Court applied the correct principles, it would have held - as the International Court of 

Justice has confirmed- that jurisdiction does not eliminate immunity. 

9. The Court erred by incorrectly replicating the relevant part of section 4 of the 

Immunities Act (para 28.2 of the judgment). Had the Court correctly reproduced the 

text of section 4(1) of the Immunities Act, it would not have construed the immunity 

to which President Bashir is entitled as being subject to either "the June agreement" or 

customary international law (paras 28.6 and 28.7 of the judgment; repeated in para 30 

ofthejudgment). Instead, the Court would have held that immunity exists as a matter 

of domestic law, as provided for in the first clause of section 4(1) of the Immunities 

Act. In that event the Court would not have concluded that immunity attaching to a 

serving head of State "is excluded or waived in respect of crime and obligations under 

the Rome Statute'' (para 28.8 of the judgment). The Court erred, moreover in 

reaching this conclusion when it is inconsistent with article 98 of the Rome Statute 

itself. The Court should have held that article 98 expressly gives effect to immunity. 

The Court furthermore erred in finding that immunity was waived. Had it applied the 

correct legal position, it would have held that only a sending State may waive 

immunity. The Court moreover erred as regards the facts. Had the Court considered 

the facts correctly, it would have held that Sudan had expressly invoked immunity in 

respect of its head of State (para 3.2 of Dr Lubisi' s supporting affidavit). 

10. The Court erred in seeking support for its finding of waiver in the ruling by the Pre

Trial Chamber of the ICC (para 28.9 of the judgment). The Pre-Trial Chamber 

construed an implicit waiver by the Security Council of head of State immunity of 

President Bashir. The Court should ltave found that neither the Security Council's 
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decision nor the Pre-Trial Chamber's judgment forms part of South African law, 

whereas section 8 of the Immunities Act does. The Court should have taken into 

account that section 8(3) provides that "waiver [of immunities] must always be 

express and in writing", and that section 8(2) contemplates that a waiver must be 

effected by the State "in question". 

11. The Court erred in holding that "[t]he Immunities Act, at its highest, confers [a] 

discretion on the Minister to grant immunities and privileges of her choosing" 

(para 28.12 of the judgment). The Court should have held that the Immunities Act, at 

its lowest, confers immunity on a head of State, and that no discretion to disregard 

this immunity exists. 

12. The Court erred in attributing "pre-eminence" to the Rome Statute (para 28.13.1 of 

the judgment). The Court should have held that immunity subsists even in the context 

of international human rights law and customary international law crimes, as the 

International Court of Justice has held. The Court should therefore have applied the 

Immunities Act. 

13. The Court erred by finding support for its conclusion on immunity in the ICC Pre

Trial Chamber judgment in On the Cooperation of the DRC regarding Omar Al 

Bashir 's arrest and Surrender (paras 31-32 of the judgment). The Court should have 

held - as the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber itself did in that judgment- that article 27(2) of 

the Rome Statute deals with the ICC "exercising its jurisdiction", not with immunity 

before a domestic court. The Court further erred by failing to consider that the 

judgment it invoked itself sought "to make clear that it is not disputed that under 
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international law a sitting head of State enjoys personal immunities from criminal 

jurisdiction and inviolability before national courts of foreign States even when 

suspected of having committed one or more of the crimes that fall within the 

jurisdiction of the Court" (para 25 of the Pre-Trial Chamber's judgment). The Court 

further erred by failing to reflect in its reasoning that the ICC Pre-Trial judgment itself 

accepted that the application of "article 27(2) of the Statute should, in principle, be 

confmed to those State Parties wh[ich] have accepted it" (para 26 of the Pre-Trial 

Chamber's judgment). 

14 The Court erred in ordering that the respondents should prepare to arrest President 

Bashir without a warrant in terms of section 40(l)(k) of the Criminal Procedure Act, 

51 of 1977. The Court ought to have held that: 

14.1 The peremptory requirements laid down in the Implementation Act for the 

valid endorsement and execution of the warrant were not met; 

14.2 Alternatively, in terms of section 9(3) of the Implementation Act there is no 

unqualified duty under South African law to enforce a warrant. 

15. The Court in any event failed to consider the application of section 172(1)(b) of the 

Constitution as to whether it was just and equitable to order the arrest of President 

Bashir in the circumstances of the matter. 

16. The Court erred and misdirected itself by permitting its impression that the applicants 

had failed to comply with the interim order to enter its judgment and affect its orders. 

The Cowi misdirected itself by making factual assumptions based on media reports of 

which the Court purportedly took judicial notice (para 8 of the judgment). The Court 
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erred by failing to ensure that it did not "pre-empt" any enquiry as regards the 

applicants' compliance with the interim order- despite having identified the risk of 

pre-emption (para 37 of the judgment). Instead, the Court proceeded to find "clear 

indications that the order of Sunday 14 June 2015 was not complied with" (para 37.2 

of the judgment) and that the departure of President Bashir "objectively viewed, 

demonstrates non-compliance with that order" (para 39 of the judgment). The Court 

should have awaited the filing of the explanatory affidavit before making any such 

finding. Furthermore, these findings fail to consider that the respondent itself 

recognised that "the [applicants] will, as a practical reality, need a number of hours or 

perhaps even days to carry out the arrest" (para 50 of the founding affidavit). 

TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that it will be contended that the Supreme Court of Appeal is the 

appropriate court to hear the appeal, for the following reasons: 

(a) The court of first instance consisted of more than one judge. In such circumstances 

section 16(1)(a)(ii) ofthe Supreme Court Act 10 of2013 provides for an appeal to the 

Supreme Court of Appeal. Moreover and in any event, the matter involves exclusive 

questions of law warranting an appeal to the Supreme Court of Appeal. 

(b) The interpretation and application of the legal instruments of international and 

domestic law raise particularly important questions of law, and the issues involved 

continue to apply generally and have practical effect to matters beyond the present 

case. This was - with respect, correctly - recognised in paragraph 3 ("this judgment 

remains relevant in view of the important constitutional and international law 

principles at stake") and paragraph 7 ("the importance of the matter especially having 

regard to South Africa's constitutional and international legal obligations" warranted 
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constituting a Full Bench comprising the Judge President, the Deputy Judge President 

and a senior High Courtjudge) ofthis Court's judgment. 

(c) The administration of justice requires - both generally and in this particular case -

that the matter be considered by the Supreme Court of Appeal, because 

(i) the Republic of South Africa's legal position in respect of executing an arrest 

warrant issued by the ICC is res nova; 

(ii) it requires consideration by a court of appeal which is, unlike the court of first 

instance, afforded an opportunity to deliberate on the matter without the severe 

time-constraints operating a quo, after hearing full argument, and after 

analysing all the relevant authorities - a number of which were not cited 

before the court a quo and are not considered in its judgment; 

(iii) Government's legal obligations under domestic and international law are a 

matter of wide public interest both in South Africa and beyond, hence an 

authoritative interpretation and application of South African domestic law is of 

fundamental importance for South Africa's international relations with inter 

alia other States, the African Union, the United Nations and the International 

Criminal Court - the latter two of which may themselves require or benefit 

from an authoritative interpretation of South African law (as para 34 of this 

Court's judgment recognises); and 

(iv) especially in the urgent circumstances in which the matter was adjudicated, it 

is in the interests of justice that these issues be considered by the Supreme 

Court of Appeal before the Constitutional Court may be in a proper position to 

considers the issues fully and definitively. 

(d) The same course was followed - with apparent approval by all courts concerned - in a 

comparable previous matter progressing from this Court under NGHC case 

r 
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no. 77150/2009 to the Supreme Court of Appeal under case no. 485/2012, and 

reaching the Constitutional Court under case no. 02/2014: National Commissioner of 

the South African Police Service v Southern African Human Rights Litigation Centre. 

The evident benefit of the appeal process via the Supreme Court of Appeal is 

demonstrated by this Court's judgment (at para 10), quoting dicta from the Supreme 

Court of Appeal'sjudgment. 
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APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL 

The Court 

1. 

The Applicants herein filed an application for leave to appeal identifying 16 respects 

in which our judgment of 24 June 2015 was reasonably liable to a different 

conclusion by another Court, as it was put. Before the hearing we were provided 

with detailed Heads of Argument, which we gratefully received and considered. 

2. 

It is clear from Applicants' written argument that the grounds of appeal overlap in a 

number of instances. In other respects they deal with our reasoning and contend 

that it was erroneous in certain instances. The essence of this reasoning is that we 

erred by finding that a Cabinet Resolution coupled with a notice issued by the 7th 

Respondent did not trump the provisions of the Implementation of the Rome Statute 
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of the lntemational Criminal Court Act 200i (the Implementation Act). It will be 

recalled that the notice was issued in terms of the Diplomatic Immunities and 

Privileges Act (the Immunities Act) and it was sought thereby to immunise any 

delegate attending the African Union summit in this country from arrest. The 

reasoning advanced by the applicants boils down to a conclusion that this country 

was under no obligation to effect the warrant of arrest against President Bashir 

during his visit to this country. 

3. 

We do not intend to traverse these grounds again, inasmuch as all relevant issues 

were fully dealt with in our judgment. There is no point in merely repeating or 

confirming them again. It must however also be remembered that an appeal is solely 

aimed at an order of a Court, and not its reasoning. 

4. 

With those remarks as background, we deem it prudent to first discuss the legal 

1 Act 27 of2002 
2 Act 37 of2001 
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framework within which we should consider the application before us. Our view is 

that the issues raised in the application at hand, are best decided with reference to 

s. 16 and 17 of the Superior Courts Acf (the Act). Section 17 deals specifically 

with applications for leave to appeal and of relevance to us is subsection ( 1) which 

provides -

"(a) Leave to appeal may only be given where the judge or judges concerned are of 

the opinion that -

(i) the appeal would have a reasonable prospect of success; or 

(ii) there is some other compelling reason why the appeal should be heard, 

including conflicting judgments on the matter under consideration; 

(b) the decision sought on appeal does not fall within the ambit of section 

16(2)(a); and (c) where the decision sought to be appealed does not dispose of all 

the issues in the case, the appeal would lead to a just and prompt resolution of the 

real issues between the parties." 

In turn Section 16 ( 2) (a) provides -

"(i) When at the hearing of an appeal the issues are of such a nature that the 

decision sought will have no practical effect or result, the appeal may be dismissed 

3 Act 10 of2013 
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on this ground alone. 

(ii) Save under exceptional circumstances, the question whether the decision would 

have no practical effect or result is to be determined without reference to any 

consideration of costs. • 

5. 

Section 16 (2) (a) has to do with matters where the practical effect of the appeal sought to 

be pursued features. This is an issue raised squarely by the respondent. Mr Trengrove SC 

for the respondent, whose Heads of Argument we also gratefully received and studied, 

submitted that because President Bashir had left South Africa, the issues between the 

parties had become academic and that any order by the Supreme Court of Appeal, the 

court to which leave to appeal is sought, would have no practical effect or result. It is 

prudent to dispose of this issue at the outset. 

6. 

Section 17 (1) (b) is clear that we should not grant leave to appeal should we be of 

the opinion that the appeal will have no practical effect (See section 16 (2) (a)). 

The argument made by the respondent is that "The order under appeal directed the 

applicants to an-est and surrender President Bashir to the International Criminal Court, for 
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prosecution for various alleged intemational crimes. It was sought and granted on the basis 

that President Bashir was in South Africa, and consequently subject to the jurisdiction of the 

South African courts and capable of arrest by South African authorities." The argument is 

further that the order was not given effect to as President Bashir had left the country 

and that the appeal will have no practical effect whether it succeeds or fails. Mr 

Gauntlett SC, for the applicants, argues that section 16 (2) (a) does not apply in 

casu. The argument is that the appeal will indeed have practical effect as it will deal 

with the issue whether a sitting head of state enjoys immunity under international 

law and South Afri~an law or is subject to arrest in this country, which will affect 

future international events in this country. The second basis advanced by . Mr 

Gauntlett SC is that this court retains the discretion in the same manner as the court 

of appeal to which leave is sought, to entertain an appeal even though the appeal 

will have no practical effect between the parties. The argument in this regard is that 

the matter at hand raises important questions of public international law arising from 

the interpretation of the Implementation and Immunities Acts. On this basis Mr 

Gauntlett SC urged us to exercise the discretion and grant leave. 

:L
7 

C ... Ul '~ 
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7. 

Our courts have on numerous occasions stated that a matter is moot "if it no longer 

presents an existing or live controversy requiring resolution, which should exist if the Court 

is to avoid giving advisory opinions on abstract propositions of law"4
• In Janse van 

Rensburg NO & Another v Minister of Trade & Industry &another NNd the 

Constitutional Court stated - "This Court has held that an issue is moot if it does not 

present an existing or live controversy; such an issue is not justiciable." The facts before 

us are clear that there is no longer any live controversy between the parties. We are 

further of the opinion that the appeal will therefore have no practical effect between 

the parties. For this reason this application must fail on the basis of section 17 { 1) 

(b) of the Act. As we show in the following paragraph we can find no merit in Mr 

Gauntlett SC's argument that section 16 (2) (a) is not applicable to this matter. 

8. 

Mr Gauntlet SC has argued as stated earlier that the matter raises important 

questions of public law. This argument is based on a reading of section 17 (1) (a) 

4 National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality and Others v Minister ofHome Affairs and Others 
2000 (2) SA 1 (CC)] at footnote 18 
~ 2001 (1) SA 29 (CC) par 9; See also IT Publishing (Pty) Ltd v Minister of Safety & Security 1997 (3) 
SA 514 (CC) par 15 
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referred to above. In the first place we do not hold the opinion that the appeal has 

reasonable prospects of success at all. The traditional approach which our courts 

have followed in the past when confronted with applications of this nature is to 

determine whether there is a reasonable prospect that another court may come to a 

different conclusion6
• This approach has been altered by the Act as we show 

hereunder. 

9 

Section 17 (1) (a) (i) provides that leave to appeal may only (our emphasis) be 

given where the Court concerned is of the opinion that the appeal would have a 

reasonable prospect of success. We are not of that opinion and for the reasons 

stated in our judgment President Bashir enjoyed no immunity from arrest or from 

prosecution under customary international law as a serving Head of State. The 

essence of the case made out by the applicants is that South Africa's duty to arrest 

President Bashir in terms of the Implementation Act simply takes a back seat even 

when a known fugitive Head of State, of the International Criminal Court is in the 

6 See Commissioner of Inland Revenue v Tuckl989 (4) SA 888 (T) at 890B 

o c.--·rr 
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country. The .high water mark of this argument boils down to the following - that 

when domesticating the Rome Statute through the Implementation Act, this 

country's legislature deliberately created a situation relegating South Africa's 

obligations in terms thereof in favour of the Immunities Act We have not been 

directed to such provision. In our view, had this been the intention it would have 

been expressly provided as the Immunities Act was already in operation when the 

Implementation Act was promulgated. Our view is that it is clear that the provisions 

of the Implementation Act prevail over the rules of customary international law 

imported by the Immunities Act, and are subservient to it. Article 27 of the 

lmplementaUon Act applies and is clear in its terms. It expressly excludes head of 

State immunity from jurisdiction and from prosecution. Article 27 provides -

"Irrelevance of official capacity 

(1) This statute shall apply equally to all persons without any distinction based on 

official capacity. In particular, official capacity as a Head of State or 

Government, a member of a Government or parliament, an elected 

representative or a government official, shall in no case exempt a person from 

criminal responsibility under this statute, nor shall it in, and of itself, constitute a 

~. <:_ ·- ~ - · 
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ground for reduction of sentence. 

( 2} Immunities or special procedural rules which may attach to the official capacity of a 

person, whether under national or international law, shall not bar the court from 

exercising Its jurisdiction over such a person." 

10. 

Also, the Constitutional Court has conclusively decided in National Commissioner 

of the South African Police Service vs South African Human Rights Litigation 

Centre' that the South African Government is bound by the provisions of the 

Implementation Act, and must implement its provisions. It has enacted this domestic 

legislation and is obviously bound by it. 

11. 

One further aspect deserves mention herein. Mr Gauntlett SC submitted that even if 

we were of the view that the matter was moot, and also doubted that there were 

prospects of success on appeal, we were entitled, by the exercise of our discretion, 

7 2015 (1) SA 315 CC 
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to nevertheless grant leave, having regard to the importance of the matter and its 

precedent-setting effect. We do not agree. Nothing contained in the provisions of s. 

16 and 17 of the Act grants us such discretion as contended by Mr Gauntlett SC. To 

the contrary: section 17 ( 1) specifically prohibits the exercise of any discretion in this 

context and clearly states when, and only when, leave to appeal may be granted. 

12. 

Accordingly the application for leave to appeal is dismissed with costs, including 

costs of two Counsel. 

JUDGE D MLAMBO 
JUDGE PRESIDENT OF THE GAUTENG DIVISION OF THE HIGH COURT, 

PRETORIA 

JUDGE A P. LEDWABA 
DEPUTY JUDGE PRESIDENT OF THE GAUTENG DIVISION OF THE HIGH 

COURT, PRETORIA 
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JUDGE H. J. FABRICIUS 
JUDGE OF THE GAUTENG DIVISION OF THE HIGH COURT, PRETORIA 
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I, the undersigned, 

JAKOBUS MEIER 

do hereby make oath and state as follows: 

1. I am an attorney of the High Court of South Africa, employed in the office of 

the State Attorney, Pretoria at SALU Building, 316 Thabo Sehume Street, 

Pretoria. I am the attorney of record representing the applicants. I have 

acted in this capacity throughout the proceedings giving rise to this 

application. 

2. The facts to which I depose are within my own knowledge, or derived from 

documents under my control. They are true and correct. 

3. I have been present at the proceedings to which reference is made in the 

founding affidavit of Terresa Nonkululeko Sindane. I have read the founding 

affidavit and confirm its contents, particularly all facts regarding the 

proceedings a quo. 

4. As will be apparent from the founding affidavit, it attaches inter alia the 

judgment by the court a quo dismissing the application for leave to appeal. 

The judgment comprises annexure "H" to the founding affidavit. The order 

dismissing leave to appeal is recorded in the final paragraph of annexure "H". 

5. I have attended on 29 September 2015 at the general office of the court a quo 

to enquire as regards the existence of an executed version of this orde~ 

~"' C- ,_ ~ct- p-\._ 



have been informed that because the order is reflected in the judgment which 

had already been handed down, a separate order does not exist. It is for this 

reason impossible to append as separate annexure a copy of this order. As 

noted, the order made by the court a quo is incorporated in the last paragraph 

of its judgment on leave to appeal, already attached as annexure "H" to the 

founding affidavit. 

I certify that the deponent acknowledged to me that he knows and understands the 

contents of this declaration, has no objection to taking the prescribed oath and 

considers the prescribed oath to be binding on his conscience; that the deponent 

thereafter uttered the words, I swear that the contents of this declaration are true, so 

help me God; and signed this declaration in my presence at PRETORIA on this 

30th day of SEPTEMBER 2015. 
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